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SHAPING THE FUTURE
Middle Schools

We would like to thank the many school administrators, teachers, parents, students, and

community members who assisted us in the research and development of Shaping The

Future: Middle Schools. In publishing our series of books on the impact of facility design

on the quality of education, we have talked with hundreds of people who have shared

their insights and experiences regarding school buildingsincluding nearly 200 for this
book. We hope that their observations and comments, along with our own

experience in working with school districts, will be helpful to all who read this.

In particular, we would like to thank the participants of our focus groups:

Metropolitan School District of Pike

Township

Lincoln Middle School; Indianapolis, Indiana

February 2, 1998

Bill Gigowski, Seventh-Grade Student

Ryan Gralia, Sixth-Grade Student

Heather Guzman, Seventh-Grade Student

Doug Kriech, Seventh-Grade Student

Ashley Magee, Seventh-Grade Student

Aubrey Mullins, Seventh-Grade Student

Sabrina Patterson, Sixth-Grade Student

Nathaniel Patty, Sixth-Grade Student

Erica Lynne Starks, Sixth-Grade Student

Trey Winfrey, Seventh-Grade Student

Steven Andzer, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Deborah Crutchfield, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Karlyn Fox, Sixth-Grade Teacher
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Deb Hornaday, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Janet Karsas, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Debbie Meloy, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Andy Ohmer, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Leila Peters, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Jennifer Powers, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Maggie Rice, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Susan Sanders, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Virgil Taueg, Principal

Kathryn Vetarbo, Student Teacher

South Vermillion Community School

Corporation

South Vermillion Middle School;

Clinton, Indiana

February 3, 1998

Connie Adams, Eighth-Grade Teacher



Kim Bruce, Life Skills Teacher

David Harris, Principal

Charles Jackson, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Dale Orman, Art Teacher

Linda Underwood, Counselor

Linda Whiteman, Eighth-Grade Teacher

Aptakisic-Tripp Community Consolidated

School District No. 102

Meridian Middle School; Buffalo Grove,

Illinois

February 3, 1998

Max Chiswick, Sixth-Grade Student

Timmy Chmielewski, Fifth-Grade Student

Andrew Conner, Fifth-Grade Student

Jenna Green, Fifth-Grade Student

Stefanie Herst, Sixth-Grade Student

Samantha Le Vine, Sixth-Grade Student

Blair Lewin, Sixth-Grade Student

Ian Ludwig, Fifth-Grade Student

Jeremy Rose, Sixth-Grade Student

Brittany Sarmas, Fifth-Grade Student

Alex Yastrow, Fifth-Grade Student

Barbara Young, Fifth-Grade Student

Jan Benkoske, Art Teacher

Sharon Borg, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Sherrie Cummins, Fifth-Grade Teacher

Notes and Acknowledgments

Students at Meridian Middle School in Buffalo Grove, Illinois, were among
fixim group participants fin. Shaping The Future: Middle Schools.

Wendy Friedman, Fifth-Grade Teacher

Susan Mann, Principal

Barry Nagle, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Cathy Rosen, Adapted PE. Teacher

Debbie Roycroft, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Jean Sweeney, Student Success

Coordinator

MaryJo Taylor, Media Center Director

Marianne Todd, Building Secretary

Mike Williams, Technology Director

Penn-Harris-Madison School Corporation

Discovery Middle School; Granger, Indiana

February 4, 1998

Eddie Beebe, Seventh-Grade Student
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Teddy Bradley, Seventh-Grade Student

Jillian Frick, Eighth-Grade Student

Nancy La Duke, Seventh-Grade Student

Michelle Long, Seventh-Grade Student

Colette Miller, Sixth-Grade Student

Amanda Piekarski, Sixth-Grade Student

Chad Rajski, Eighth-Grade Student

Tim Braunsdorf, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Sheryll Harper, Principal

Diane Keller, Media Specialist

Jim Pattison, Tech Aide

Matt Reininga, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Jon Robinson, Head Custodian

Chuck Sowders, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Mitzie Thornton, Seventh-Grade Substitute

Teacher

Sheila Toth, Fitness Teacher

Elaine Truex, Secretary

Kee ly Twibell, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Metropolitan School District of Steuben

County

Angola Middle School; Angola, Indiana

February 4, 1998

Wes Bickford, Seventh-Grade Student

Boyd Jackson, Sixth-Grade Student

Ruben Ryan, Seventh-Grade Student
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Leah Seevers, Eighth-Grade Student

Chelsea Thiebaut, Eighth-Grade Student

Beau Vincent, Sixth-Grade Student

Beth Weber, Eighth-Grade Student

Paul Beckwith, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Bill Church, Principal

Deborah Gilbert, Eighth-Grade Teacher

Dean Harter, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Gary Kearney, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Joe Kennedy, Eighth-Grade Teacher

David McKinney, Health Teacher

Brant Moore, Music Teacher

Mark Ridenour, Assistant Principal/Athletic

Director

Penny Snyder, Sixth-Grade Teacher

Medina City Schools

A.I. Root Middle School; Medina, Ohio

February 12, 1998

Jeremy Abraham, Eighth-Grade Student

Whitney Byrd, Eighth-Grade Student

Megan Flanagan, Eighth-Grade Student

Jon Hanwell, Eighth-Grade Student

Debbie Bock, Home Economics Teacher

Tess Ewart, Eighth-Grade Teacher

Jane Langol, Aide, Handicapped Program

Tom McKenna, Principal



Mike Pallini, Associate Principal

Tonya Stanfar, Consulting Teacher

Barb Steingass, Media Specialist

Fairfax County Public Schools

Edgar Allan Poe Middle School;

Annandale, Virginia

February 19, 1998

Mary Artz, Eighth-Grade Teacher

Notes and Acknowledgments

Sheila Chenard, Eighth-Grade Teacher

Michael Eckhoff, Assistant Director,

Design & Construction; Fairfax County

Public Schools

Bill Hirst, Seventh-Grade Teacher

Betsy Lockman, Sixth-Grade Teacher

June Monterio, Principal

Louise Morello, Eighth-Grade Teacher and

Department Chair

James Shepherd, Seventh-Grade Teacher

A special thank you goes to Joy Kelly at Edgar Allan Poe Middle School, who helped us

in more ways than we can countincluding coordinating the photography of the Poe

students who appear in the chapter title pages and throughout the book.
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SHAPING THE FUTURE
Middle Schools

Architecture is both a technology and an art. It must meet both instrumental and

aesthetic needs. A building must be useful for the purpose for which it is designed as

well as attractive to those who enter it and even to those who just drive by.

When designing a school, an architect and his or her clients (the school system) must

have in mind the needs of the instructional program and the other needs (for security and

management, for instance) of operating a middle school today and in the future. These

needs are many and detailed, including such things as locker placement; proximity of

classrooms, labs, and libraries; wiring for technology; and cafeteria/auditorium design.
But the entire design also needs to work as a wholeas an environment in which the

instructional program works for youngsters, teachers, and others in the school. Neither

the details nor the whole can dominate the design.

Middle schools offer a special challenge to architects. The students who attend these

schools are at an age at which they are especially impressionable, adventurous, and

experimental. Middle school teachers know how to channel these traits into learning. The

school's design can be critical to the teachers' effectiveness. Over the past several

years, middle school organization and pedagogy have developed more than at any other
grade level. For instance, cross-disciplinary team teaching has become common in middle

schools, and sixth grades are more commonly included in middle schools. The physical

organization of the school can contribute to or hinder these developments. Good design

can make a big difference.

11
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Foreword

Middle school students have special needs to feel secure and be recognized as individuals,

which the new developments in middle school pedagogy help fulfill, as well as needs

for academic learning. School design can also help students feel secure and valued as

individuals.

The aesthetic component of education is especially important for middle school students.

A beautiful school sends an important message to youngsters at this age. It is a message

that their schooland their societycare about them and that beauty is an important

value. Students are more likely to work hard and succeed in a beautiful building.

A useful and beautiful middle school can be designed from the ground up or as a renova-

tion Of an existing building. As superintendent of the Fairfax County Public Schools, I have

seen both. This year, we opened a new school with all the features for an excellent middle

school program. Included in this book is the renovation of Edgar Allen Poe Middle School,

a new/old school that provides useful and beautiful space for students and teachers.

Architecture is a very important component of any school's program. The administrator

who makes sure that design and construction meet the utilitarian and aesthetic needs of

students and teachers goes a long way toward ensuring a successful school.

Dr. Daniel A. Domenech, Superintendent, Fairfax County Public Schools, Virginia

President, American Association of School Administrators

12
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iHAPING THE FUTURE Introduction

fiddle Schools

Halfway through each school year, Joe Kennedy, a language arts teacher at Angola Middle

School in Angola, Indiana, asks his students what they think they have learned so far.

According to Kennedy, the nature of many of the responses has changed since the school

fully implemented teaming two years agohe now hears more comments such as, "I

actually learned that a teacher can be my friend and someone I can trustthat's what

I've learned this year."

Ask a teacher at the middle school level about priorities, and he or she will most likely

talk about educating the whole studentin other words, going beyond the academic

basics and helping to shape the student's emotional, social, and physical development as

well. Adolescence is a critical age in the educational process, when a child's appetite for

learning can either be greatly nourished or lost forever. By working in teamsplanning

together, comparing notes, exchanging and building upon ideas, sharing concerns, and

collaboratingteachers are able to mentor students effectively and create compelling

educational experiences. Inspiring and enriching a young student's mind may require

trying many different types of approacheswhat may not work for one student may be

just the right approach to reach another.

While vastly rewarding, teaching at the middle school level is truly challenging work. For

this reason, teachers are often quick to praise new or modernized school environments

that facilitate the educational program. Buildings should support the educational mission

and enhancerather than inhibitlearning opportunities. Our experience tells us that the

best school buildings are created when, as architects and engineers, we do our own form

of teaming: interactive planning and design, in which we work in collaboration with teach-

ers and administrators to develop optimal learning environments.

Fanninellowey Associates, Inc.

13
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HAVE A NICE SCHOOL
BECAUSE IT'S KIND OF
LIKE A HOME AWAY
FROM HOME. AT SCHOOL
YOU SHOULD FEEL
COMFORTABLE AND NOT
AFRAID."

Alex Yastrow, Fifth-Grade
Student, Meridian Middk
School; Buffido Grove, Illinois
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THE NiORNNG SCRAMBLE
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Bells start ringing early in the morning at Lincoln Middle School in Indianapolis, Indiana

but not school bells. Three times a week, starting at 7:30 a.m., the 15-student handbell

choir meets for practice in the choral room. Over in the academic wing of the school, a

morning French class gathers every other day in the distance learning center, where the

students participate in interactive sessions hosted by another school. Many students also

come early for breakfastmeeting every morning in the auditeria to eat, talk, catch up on

homework, and scan the large monitors that greet them with schedule updates and

school news.

"When I first get here in the morning, it's quietbut that doesn't last long," says

Principal Virgil Taueg. "The students start arriving by 7:30 for before-school clubs and

activities. Then the cars and buses start rolling in, phones start ringing, and kids head

in all different directions. The building just comes to life."

Welcoming hundreds of students in the morning is never a small task for teachers and

administrators. Lobbies, commons areas, and hallways fill quickly with children as they

rush to meet with friends, visit lockers, and hurry to class. "It's the busiest time of day,"

says Taueg. "While the students are pouring in, the phones are ringing with parents

reporting absences and appointments, and we're also working with our substitutes on the

classes they'll cover: Teachers are checking their mailboxes, voicemail, and e-mail, and

then greeting the students."



The chaotic atmosphere is fun for many children, but can be intimidating or distracting

for othersespecially younger students. Making their way to class in the morning can

lead to frayed nerves and frustration on the part of new students, especially at the

beginning of the school year. The size of the facility alone may make students uneasy:

middle school buildings are typically larger and less compact than elementary schools,

housing more students and offering a greater number of specialized program areas.

Lockers are also a new experience for most middle-school students, requiring organization

and quick thinking between classes in order to be prepared with books, assignments, and

other materials.

"When I first came here, I thought I was going to get lost," says Erica Lynne Starks, a

sixth-grade student at Lincoln Middle School. "But when I saw that all of the sixth-grade

classes were in the same area, that helped." Completed in 1997 to replace a turn-of-the:

century building, Lincoln's new academic area is organized into grade-level pods, with

each pod accommodating two "teams" of teachers and students. "It's better than the old

school because we don't have to travel so far to get from class to class," says Starks.

"I know some people that had to go from the basement to the second floor in the old

building. It's easier between classes because we don't have to rush around so much.

All of our classes are in this one big area."

While most elementary schools build educational programs around "self-contained"

classrooms, allowing primary school students to remain with one teacher throughout

much of the day, middle schools typically offer a more flexible, interdisciplinary approach

to curricula in which students move throughout several classrooms, working in teams.

This transition often represents the most significant change for students as they begin

middle school. Organization of the building itself can make a critical difference in

facilitating the team instructional approach, while also easing the apprehensions of

students as they attempt to feel comfortable in their new environment.

16

Rather than school bells, the
bell choir can be heard early

in the morning al Lincoln
Middle School in Indianapolis,

Indiana.

Lincoln Middle School
students meet behre school
with pen pals from nearby

Hamilton Southeastern
Junior Iligh School. Members
of the Lincoln Middle School

Junior Venture Club also meet
bdiore classes start.
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THE MORNING SCRAMBLE

Opened in 1995, the new South
Vermillion Middle School in
Clinton. Indiana, is a source of
pride for the community
"When I unlock Illy door every
morning, I fed thankful and
proudit's a beautiful and
functional building, and a huge
plus for our commuld0.;" says
Dale Orman, the schoon art
teacher.

"It's nice here because of the way the different grades are divided up," says Doug Kriech,

a seventh-grade student at Lincoln Middle School. As a sixth-grader at the "old Lincoln,"

Kriech found that getting to class could be a challenge: "The hallways weren't very well

organized, and they were so packed that you got pushed down the stairs and you ran into

other people."

"Before our new school was built, my team wasn't even on the same level," says Linda

Whiteman, an eighth-grade math teacher at South Vermillion Middle School in Clinton,

Indiana. The school opened in 1995 to replace a long-outdated school originally built in

1919. "Plus, we had kids in the basement when their lockers were on the top floor. Now,

the lockers are right outside our rooms, and we can say to kids, 'Don't forget that book,'

or, 'Do you have your assignment?' and everything's accessible."

1 6

The South Vermillion Community School Corporation, like many school

districts around the country, fully embraced a teaming approach when it

moved to its new building. "We went from being a traditional junior high

school to the team concept," says Connie Adams, an eighth-grade

English teacher at South Vermillion Middle School. "We work together

with a core of academic teachers sharing the same group of students

and planning their whole day. Whereas before, each teacher was

locked in with the students without interaction with other classes. The

students were just like a herd of cattle."

The most successful middle school buildings, according to Dr. William S. DeJong, an

educational facilities planner, accommodate all types of delivery systems in education,

including teaming, self-contained instruction, a departmental approach, multi-age

grouping, and loopingin which the same teacher or group of teachers follows students

1 7
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Joe 'Kennedy, a language arts teaCher atAngola MiddleSchoOlconfirmS that the teaming

concept has brought teachers closer to thestudents since it'was fully implemented in

1996, following completion of the;facility modernization: "Every yearabout halfway
:41

through the yearI ask my students what they haVe'.learned in class so far. And the last
51

two years I've gotten a lot more cOmmentsTliike, 'Well, I actually learned that a teacher
4 L'7, tt

can be my friend and someone=l-caRtrustHth4S-,What lear,ned,pi-year.'=And they've

learned it because of-Rthe)way we re teaching now. IVS:not just 'Okay, let!S go,open a book
,

and learn from it.' ilt's differentr serise of'Córrirnunity.",:.

//
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allractiveantitin offiCe- suile'

, , _
welmnie students and.

visitors at South ..1444nillina
Middle Selma. T1ue,sc1;ObiPs.

carpeting. which rifle& the-
colors choi;enfor(each of the
three grnde-lev'el pods, is a

favarik ataofilleaiNrs:
hallitiAy noise Was

really bad Alt&.:041 school,"
says Connie:Adams, an

eighth-grade /English
teacher. "114,etailliflte

carpeting it's Sii,4niet:;ft.on
can walk down' the1tall'and

sneak up on people!"
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Tlw corridors al Central Junior High
Schaal Melbourne. Florida, are
colorful and brightly lighled. aid are
wide enough la accommadale circulation
and locker risits. Stacked lockers save
space (and may be More appropriate to
warmer climates where Item:r coals
(iren't often needed). although ilte.i tna
result in increased locker congestion.

WHAT SIZE SHOULD THE LOCKERS BE?

Ask a student who's just about to Mier Middle sdlOol about his or her la.,,,:est fear and the answer will often
be, -Tin afraid the older kids will sniff me in my locker!" Gincerns about lockersMelia ling not being able
to manage the lock tual get into them. as well as keeping out of them if bullies threatenare conanon atnearly every mickil, sd1001.

Locker headaches persist for teachers and administrators as well. ln planning new locker areas. issues include:
the size of the lockerincluding width and height (generally: big 111011:_di for coats; backpacks. and large

ii V books; but too sinall for children's bodies); and the arrattgetnetittypically ealter along hallways or clustered

/ I

! detentaning the colifiLmratiott and location of locker areas.
within sinall commoris areas near classmoms. Ease of access. noise colitml. alai supeivisioit are key fartors ill

"I like to see the lockers clustered within the academic pod aretts," says W:111 Grehing, president of die
National Middle Sdatol Association and an educational program consultant. "That helps in accommodating
a flexible block scheduling program. I would also avoid liavilig lockers along itiajor corridors with a lot of
traffic. And each :snident should have a lockerhteker 'partners' don't always Nyork.-

f
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:Ilost lockers. such as these at Angola
Middle .Srhool in Angola. Indiana. are

made of metal. Mead lockers can be
refurbished over lime. and color schenws

can be changed.

Maar lockers lime flat tops, enabling
students to store books and other material

temporarily during locker visits. As
ofictwatives. lockers. also come with sloped

tops. or dwy can be set into the corridor
wallssuch as these at Williamsburg

Middle/High School in llillimnsburg. Ohio.
These options eliminate the potential for

litter accumulation.

ManufactunTs tot.lay issue lockers at a size that easily acomanodates backpacks (usually at least 1 2 inches
deep mi(1 12 itteltes wide)an option fbr school administrators wlto prefer that students not carry backpacks
from chtss to class.

Most lockers feature built-in, durable locks: shelves for books: and hooks for coats and backpacks. The
units are tvItically available in a variety of paint colors. so that lockers can become an integral part of pod
or grade-leyel color coding; or reflect school colors.

Do kids really get shoved into lockers, and are the students fears valid? "We want every student to feel
that the school is a safe environment,' says Dr. Betnie Cross, principal of Cooper Middle School in
NIcLean. Virgittia. 'Ilte lockers are a big concern to them. We spend thne during the first few days of
seltool hell tittg Iltem practice widt their locks, alai we're cotistandy supervising the hallways. The idea
that students get pushed into lockers is a big rumor tbat circulates every year; but it doesn't happen here."

Otte Ct toper N. lit bile School seyenth-grade student offers Iter own account: "When I first saw our lockers, I
thongla they could fit a yen, small person, hut it would be a lot of work to try to get someone in there. I'm
tall so I didn't worry. The only kid I ever saw being stufkd in a locker was actually stuffing himself in the
locker see if he (.:mild do it!".

1'
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LINCOLN MIDDLE SCHOOL; INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

"We are constantly learning how to use
this building in different ways," says
Principal Virgil Taueg of Lincoln Middle
School. "Between the building itsel.f and
the technology, we have so many more
opportunities than we did in our old school."

Completed in 1997 to replace an aging
structure that no longer accominodated the
Metropolitan School District of Pike Town-
ship's middle school instructional program,
the new Lincoln Middle School is flexibly
designed to support a number of educational
approacheshicluding teaming. Each grade
has its own wing, with classrooms organized

Each grade-level pod features conference moms and
leadier planning areas. "Markers for each team
wed every day to plan interdisciplinary activities
and classivork," says Principal Virgil Thaeg.

around a commons space. The wings also
have their own large-group instruction room,
conference rooms, and teacher planning
areas. Color coding each witigin blue,
green, or burgundycontributes to the
grade-level identity.

"I've taught in a number of middle
schools and it's hard to team unless it's
designed like this," says Jennifer Powers,
a sixth-grade English teacher. "With the
grade-level pods, teams have their OWD
space. We can do things in our own hallway
that the students see every day. Before, we
were so spread out that there wasn't any

central space that was ours. Now we can
have an 'Olympian' hallway, or a 'Voyager'
hallway for the teams. The students know
where they belong."

The teachers at Lincoln Middle School
also attribute improved student supervision
to the layout of the school. "You know the
children who are in your area," says Susan
Sanders, a sixth-grade computer instructor.
"The students you are supervising in the hall
are the students you have in classthis
makes for more effective discipline." Karlyn
Fox, a sixth-grade math teacher, adds, "The
organization of the academic wing keeps the
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The maiteria at Lincoln Middle School sees
frequent use by students and the community:
The room starts to fill &fore 8:00 a.m. with

students arriving for breakfast each morning.
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LINCOLN MIDDLE SCHOOL; INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Students studying French at Lincoln
Middle School participate in an early

morning distance learning program that
enables them to interact with classes

front other schools in the Metropolitan
School District of Pike Tbwnship.

Students claim tofrel much
more al home al the /WM

liddle School.
where 111t,y no bmger hare

to negotiate stairs mid
nurrow hullwars. The

building's erteriorfratums
ii Imulscaped plaza that
connects the Inuit, enny

with the IMblic entr.). nevmm .

the g)M.

Each morning, Lincoln Middle
School airs a news program written

and produced by students. The
"studio" is housed in a room adjacent

to the schooTh media center in the
academic portion of the building.

Alas;
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The spacious common.s. at Lincoln Middle
School welcomes students and the

community The commons area links the
ptiblic realm of the building with the

academic realm, and is used for a variety
of gatherings, including town meetings.

Li

4 4
et.

sixth-graders away from the eighth-graders,
and that's good. There can be a big differ-
ence between students in the sixth and eighth
grades, and we need to keep them separate."

Taueg cites staff and student cortnnuni-
cation as one aspect that has changed dra-
matically in the new buikling. "We rarely
interrupt classes for announcementsall
they have to do is look up at the monitors to
find out what's going on. I also think it's an
asset that they need to react this informa-
tion." Tatteg regularly relies on e-mail to
communicate with staff: "Most mornings,
the teachers have some sort of greeting or
announcement from meusually a Did 'Thu

Know?' type of message. I can also forward
iafonnation directly from the superinten-
dent's office."

The communications prograiT1 at
Lincoln Middle School also encompasses a
student-run morning video news program.
Students can "catch the news" each morning
in their "Explorers Class," beginning at 8:50.
"We designed the Explorers Class to give the
students a borne base," says Taueg. "It gives
them some continuity throughout the year.
We use die time for brief activities and
to watch the news program." Written,
presented, and produced by the students, the
morning news program typically runs seven

9

or eight minutes, reviewing schedule high-
lights and bringing attention to student
achievements. It's a big deal to be on the
news here," says Taueg. "And the language
arts and media aspects of producing the
news are an important part of the students'
classwork."

"I hardly even use paper to commtmicate
anymore," Taueg notes. "The technology
here is great. Everything about this building
has enhanced our programour ability
to team, communicate, expand student
activities, involve parents, and bring in the
community. Does this building make a
difference? It's like night and day"

BEST COPY AVAHABLE
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THE MORNING SCRAMBLE

The new Illilliantsburg Middle/High Sc Iwo! in
J'Illianssburg Ohio, accommodates 700

students in grades 6-12. General classrooms
for the middle school students are clustered
near a separate main entri: away frwn the
high school wing of the building.

A landscaped plaza with seating welcomes students
and visitors to Hamilton Southeastern Junior
High School in fishers, Indiana. The plaza adjoins
the main eidry, as well as entries to the academic
ma public wings of the building.



A large commons area at Hamilton Southeastern
Junior High School offers access to the main office,
and separates the public realm of the building from

the academic realm.

Central Junior High School in West Melbourne,
Horida, accommodates 1,650 students. The school is

designed around all enclosed courtyard. "Student
safety is a top prMrity;" sqys Dr. David E. Samyer,

superintendent of the School Board of Brevard County.
"We are building more courtyard-tmm schools at the

middle school and elementary school levels, rather
than campus-style schools."

26

The courtyard at Central Junior High School serves as
a gathering place for students behre and after school.
In addition to providing an informal enviromnent for
social interaction, the courtyard is sized for large
events, including stage presentations, pep rallies, and
dances.
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"MIDDLE SCHOOLS
ARE WHERE WE NEED
OUR VERY BEST
TEACHERS-AND OUR
VERY BEST BUILDINGS."

Judith A. Cochran, Ph.D.,
E. Desnwnd Lee Endowed
Professor of Education,
University of Missouri,
St. Louis



LEAPIN' LIZARDS, RAPTORS, AND THE BRAINY BUNCH

"Curriculum is integrative
when it helps students make
sense out of their life
experiences. This requires
curriculum that is itself
coherent, tlmt helps students
connect school experiences to
their daily lives outside the
school, and that encourages
them to reflect on the totality
of their experiences."

-THIS WE BELIEVE,
NATIONAL MIDDLE
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION

LANGUAGE ARTS

M T 1 tesl F. 9 TH 9 :,II

"We want students to be able to make connections in their studies," says Dr. Richard N.

Clapp, superintendent of the Woodridge Local School District in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

"It's especially important for middle school students to understand the relationship

between subjectshow being able to write well can help them with their science experi-

ments, for example. Our teachers work in teams and talk daily about interdisciplinary

lessons and coordinating work for the students."

Like many school districts around the country, Woodridge Local School District

has embraced a middle school philosophy that includes grade-level teaming

and the use of integrated curriculum. "An integrated curriculum enables a

child to think in a global way, rather than linear," says Dr Judith Cochran,

Ph.D., professor of education at the University of Missouri, St Louis.

Dr. Cochran, who specializes in training middle school teachers,

advocates an approach that encourages students to look for

relationships, or connections, between subject areas. "In

language arts, for example," Dr. Cochran says, "a child

doesn't simply think 'first we'll do spelling, then we'll do

reading, and then we'll do writing'. With an integrated

curriculum, learning is often more topical. Students might

study water, for example. They can read about water,

write about rivers, study ice in science, and explore

water in several different academic subject areas."



Such broad-ranging, collaborative study programs typically require spacious, flexible

facilities. "Our teachers were very involved with the design of Woodridge Middle School,"

says Dr. Clapp. "They knew that each grade needed to have its own wing, and that teams

needed to be kept together. They wanted to be able to work with all of the students in

one grade in a large group, or in smaller groups as neededso they wanted space that

would give them a lot of flexibility. Now students have their own wing, with their own set of

teachers. It's their home base, where they spend most of the day. And with teachers

collaborating more, the students don't feel bombarded. Everything is coordinated. I

believe that teachers are better able to help students with their social and emotional

development as well."

When students at Lincoln Middle School in Indianapolis, Indiana, studied

the Titanic, instructional activities and hands-on projects were held

throughout the schoolincluding classrooms and science labs, large-

group instruction areas, commons spaces, hallways, and the media

center "The entire team planned the Titanic unit together," says

Principal Virgil Taueg. "The project involved language arts, social

studies, science, reading, computers, mathteachers met

every day on this. On the 'big day', we set up the lifeboat

stations in the classrooms. When the 'abandon ship'

order was given, first-class students were released to

get life preservers from their lockers. 'Steerage'

students were held several minutes past the

'abandon ship.' We studied the evacuation

processand really looked at the emotional side

of itthe human side. In the end, of course,

some students made it to lifeboat stations

and some didn't."

2 9

"If a building is not designed to
fit a middk school program, it's

like trying to fit a square peg
into a round hole. It's not ideal
for the kids:. Al our new school,

(canting concepts and an
integrated curriculum will be

emphasized."

Dr. Marc Crail,
Superintendent, tient City

Schools, Ohio
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LEAPIN9 LIIZARDS9 RAPT© S9 AND THE BRAINY BUNCH

With media centers now playing a more integral role in school-wide curriculum, media

specialists often work hand-in-hand with teachers to help carry out special projects and

activities. Eighth-grade language arts students at Chester Middle School in Chester,

Virginia, recently used a variety of library materials to do follow-up research about the

Holocaust after reading Anne Frank: Diary of a Young Girl. Another team studied poets and

used the media center for a "Poets' Tea," while students in the school's health classes

studied nutrition using library resources. Other topics recently explored in the media

centerusing the Internet, CD-ROMs, and printed materialshave included classical

musicians, inventors, and the Vietnam War. "Librarians don't just stand at the desk,"

says Anne Sutton, head librarian at Chester Middle School. "We constantly interact with

students and teachers. As a result, we need space to teach, host special events, create

displays and contest areas, and store a variety of materials."

Media centers at the middle school level now see constant use by students and faculty,

rather than the "once a week" visit by classes that was more typical in the past. "Our

teachers have kids in and out of the media center all day long," says Dr. Clapp. "It's

accessible from all the grade-level wings, and teachers use it daily. Students use it

constantly for instruction and research. Going to the media center is no longer an

'event'it's a vital part of the program."

Media centers at the middle school level are often as large as 4,000 to 5,000 square

feet, enabling two or three classes to visit at the same time. The facility is used more



frequently for formal instruction as well, as opposed to independent reading and research

assignments only. Small conference rooms, offices, production areas, computer labs and

reading nooks positioned around the perimeter of the main reference room facilitate

small-group discussions and related instructional activities. Often, media centers are a

central part of a school's computer network, allowing students and faculty to access

resources from their classrooms or even from home.

Clearly, media centers have evolved beyond book-based learning, to encompass computer

research and assignments, multimedia presentations and production activities, small- and

large-group discussions, hands-on demonstrations, and interactive displays. "Our media

center fits our philosophy," says Sheryl! Harper, principal of Discovery Middle School in

Granger, Indiana. "It's very conducive to collaboration. We wanted it to be very flexible

and accommodating to a lot of different activities."

Still, books remain at the heart of the media center and its mission. "I'm trying to

create a reading culture herethat's my guiding philosophy," says Sutton. Like many

media specialists, she strives to preserve student interest in books in the face of growing

competition from sophisticated multimedia technologyranging from educational

computer programs to video games. To encourage reading, Sutton sponsors authors'

"Book Talks," daily almanac contests, and a host of competitions in which students

accumulate reading points. "We want to immerse our students in books," Sutton says.

"I want to see a love of reading throughout the building."
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WOODIR21113GIE MUDDLE SCHOOL; IPEIMMISLULA, OHM

'Two primary objectives ckove the
planning and design process for the new
Woodridge Middle School in Peninsula,
Ohio: accommodating a variety of
instructional delivery methods, and
providing wide-ranging sttident and
teacher access to technology and diverse
informational tools. These goals were met
with the completion of the 550-student,
80,000-square-foot school, where efforts
to maximize long-term building flexibility
yielded a versatile yet efficient layout that:
promotes collaborative learning and team
teaching.

"This school was planned to fit a mid-
dle school philosophy," says Dr. Richard N.
Clapp, superintendent of die Woodridge
Local School District. Dr. Clapp points to
the involvement of the school's principal
and several teachers as being critical to the
success of the design: "We wtmted clusters
for each grade, and the ability to gather
students in one space, or divide teams in
half, or in smaller groups. We wanted flexi-
bility and to be able to accommodate future
orowth "

For Dr. Clapp, an unexpected attribute
of the school is its tranquil atmosphere.

Areas that house noisier activitiessuch as
the gym, the cafeteria, and the industrial
technology labare located in the pub-
lic realm of the building, away born
classrooms 'Thew ale mans'
umes during the day that you
wouldn't even know diat
Lids weie time: lie says

you'le neat die
class] ooms, von
will heal the
'ileuottsensing

But in

Set in the midst of Ohio's Cuyahoga
Katy National Recreational Area,
Modridge Middle School enjoys a
wooded site. Classroom clusters are
arranged to maximize views of the woods.
Clerestory windows in an elevated alcove
above the media center bring in natural
da.)hight and demarcate the hub o f the
academic clusters of the school.



general it's very peaceful."
The core academic zones of the award-

wilming school encircle a 4,000-square-
foot media centerthe interior and

exterior focal poMt of the building
and the "hub" of the school,

accor ding to Dr Clapp. The
school's Bow plan takes its

cue hom a child's pin-
wiled, with the aca-

demic clusters
iadiating from

t lie media
center.

Clerestory windows illuminate the media cen-
ter with natural daylight and create a beacon
effect when lit in the evening.

Woodridge Middle School is set in the
hum: of the Cuyahoga Valley National
'Recreational Area, just south of Cleveland.
Much of the woodland area was preserved
on the site, and the school's brick and cast
stone exterior complements its natural setting.
But despite its attractive exterior, the real
success story lies on the inside of the building:
"It works even better than we anticipated,"
says Dr. Clapp. "The teachers love it, and
the students are proud of it."

3')0

Easily accessible from each o f the three
grade-level academic clusters, the media

center at Modridge Middle School lies
at the heart oldie facility and is used for

a variety of independent, small-group,
awl team-based instructional activities.

The public zone of the building houses
the gym, dining/commons area, stage,

emd industrial technology lab: while the
core academic clusters contain separate
grade-level classroom areas. Operable

malls facilitate team and large-group
activities in the classroom areas.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ACCELERATED READER

PROGRAM AT CHESTER MIDDLE SCHOOL IN

CHESTER, VIRGINIA. IN PAST COMPETITIONS,
LIBRARIANS AND TEACHERS HAVE DONNED

BATHING SUITS, CLIMBED ONTO THE SCHOOL'S

ROOF, AND EVEN HAD THEIR HEADS SHAVED TO

CELEBRATE STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS IN READING.
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"In our old school, we were so 071111ffied in our
classrooms," stow Cenmie Adams, WI eighth-grade

---- English teacher at South Vermillion Middle Scltool.

"Now we have space to move around, and to move

furniture around as we need to."

"The diffixence between our old media center and

the new one here is like night and da9.;" says
Charles Jackson, a seventh-grade science teacher at
South Vermillion Middle School. "The newmedia

center is used a lot morefor reading, research,

computer instruction, and just a quiet place to go."

The media center at North Oldham Middle School in

Goshen, Kentucky; includes offices. a conference

room, a reading room, and a multi-purpose room.
The reading room also opens into a landscaped

courtyard at the center of the sclmol. The center is

sized and configured to accommodate a variety of
independent, small-group, and large-group activities.

The academic wing of Discovery
Middle School houses three grade

levels in separate "neighborhoods."
Each neighborhood accommodates

two teams of up to 1.50 students.
Perimeter cabinetry and storage

areas reduce clutter in the center of
the classrooms, molding students and

teachers to move attain more freel7:

"People come into this room and
just say 'IVOw!" sap Diane Keller,

a media specialist at Discovery
Middle School in Granger, Indiana.

The center includes a spacious
reading/mference area, computer

classroom, conference room, work
technology area, production room

for video editing, mut two
resource rooms.



LEAPIN' LIZARDS, RAPTORS, AND THE BRAINY BUNCH

Oak furniture in the media center
at Lincoln Middle School in
Indianapolis, huliami, facilitates
computer-based research. The tables
and desks include fitly-board stands

and custom storage for wiring.

Classrooms at the 700-sttulent

North Oldham Middle School in
Goshen, Kentucky; feature operable
walls facilitate team teaching
and large-group activities.

morailSlur
U 1111r

Classrooms at Williamsburg
MiddleMigh School in Williamsburg.
Ohio, are brightly lighted with room
for a variety of seating arrangements.

36 .

Children al Meridian Middle
School in Buffalo Grove,
Illinois, enjoy the upper-level
commons area for independent
reading, small-group activities,
and performances.
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"WE TRY TO TIE
SCIENCE INTO EVERYDAY
LIFE. THE STUDENTS
AREN'T ALL GOING TO
BECOME CHEMISTS AND
SCIENTISTS, BUT I WANT
THEM TO SEE HOW
SCIENCE RELATES TO
THE WORLD."

Louise Mord lo, Eighth-
Grade Science nacher
and Department Chair,
Edgar Allan Poe Middle
School; Annandale, Virginia



ROCKS, ROLLER COASTERS, AND THE STOCK MARKET

"We can get 01100 students
on our team into the science
room," say.s Penny Snyyler,
science teacher at Angola
Middle School in Angola,
Indiana. "That's the kind of
space we need. I think it:s
wonderful to have room so
that the kids can actually get
up and move around and do
hands-On activities."

40
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Stop into a science class at Angola Middle School in Angola, Indiana, and you might hear

a discussion of how human bacteria has launched a multi-billion-dollar, international

perfume and deodorant industry. At Edgar Allan Poe Middle School in Annandale, Virginia,

eighth-graders in math and science may be checking the stock reports to review the

latest figures for major consumer product and pharmaceutical companies. And at A.I.

Root Middle School in Medina, Ohio, students may be exploring the density of a steamer

ki
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trunk as a part of a unit reviewing the history of U.S. immigration, or analyzing data on roller

coasters collected on a field trip to Cedar Point amusement park.

Around the country, science and math programs at the middle school level have evolved into

creative yet practical initiatives that engage students through a combination of multimedia

instruction, field.experimentation, computer-based analysis, interactive research, and hands-

on activities. Subject matteras broad-ranging as analyzing the design of athletic shoes to
predicting the weatheris often linked to curriculum in other academic areas, such as

language arts, social studies, economics, and even physical education. "We try as much as

possible to integrate the curriculum for our team," says Louise Morello, an eighth-grade

science teacher and chair of the science department at Edgar Allan Poe Middle School.

"I think it helps students understand the role that science plays, and how it affects their
everyday lives."

While science curriculum in particular has become more inventive, the application of tech-

nology has also become routine. Rather than logging data by hand, for example, students

use probeware linked to computers that automatically document and graph statistics such

as temperature, light density, or pH levels. Computers, VCRs, laserdisk players, CD-ROMs,

and innovative software programs supplement instruction and work well for both large and

small groups. Many teachers use computers linked to large-screen monitors to demonstrate

software or run multimedia presentations. "This is the way science is done todayon

computers." says Morello. "We use computers for everything from data collection and

experiments to tests. It's amazing how the

students have come along with technology.

And accessibility to computers is vital during

class timeI use them all the time to rein-

force a point or to answer questions. It'S

often spur-of-the-moment, which shows how

integral the technology has become."

Students at EdolIr
Pia, Middle Schaal in

Annandale. lirginia. often
use computers la assist ill

srientifir e.lperiments.

EST COPY AVAIIABLE



ROCKS, ROLLER COASTERS, AND THE STOCK MARKET

"I finally have a place to
store everything. It's the first
time in 23 ywars of teaching
that I've had a place to put
everything away."

Louise Morello, Eighth-
Grade Science Thacher,
Edgar Allan Poe Middle
School; Annandale, Virginia

The science rooms at ;Mon
Middle School in Muncie,
Indiana, include a fume hood,
allowing students and stnif to
work with chemicals in a
safe, well-ventilated area.

42

While computer-based instruction and creative curriculum keep students challenged,

teachers are also focused on another important concern: safety. In science classes,

glassware, hot plates, Bunsen burners, and chemicals present a host of potential hazards

to students. Many teachers point to the classroom space itself as a factor in the safety of

a science program. "I always worry about students getting cut or burned when the room is

too crowded," says Morello, who moved into a more spacious classroom/lab when Poe

Middle School was renovated and expanded. "Now, the room is big enough that students

can spread out and work without bumping into each other or tripping. We can rearrange

the tables several different ways. They can stand at the counters around the perimeter of

the room, or work in small groups at the tables."

Tess Ewart, an eighth-grade teacher at A.I. Root Middle School in Medina, Ohio, agrees

that space is critical to both safety and the quality of instruction in science. "It's great to

have a larger room and more room to work," Ewart says. "We have space for the lab

stations and for classroom instruction; and with the room layout, it's easy to watch and

superviseespecially students working at the fume hood." Ewart points to the inclusion

of a fume hood and eyewash station as important to the overall safety factor: "Having the

fume hood and eyewash station has really made a difference in terms of safety. In our old

school, we didn't have

proper ventilationnow I

UG .41

don't have to be concerned

about the students inhaling

vapors because of poor

ventilation in the room."

Ewart and Morello also note

that lockable storage is

crucial within the science

program. At Poe Middle



School, a large storeroom with a sink is shared by two science rooms. "We have a

nice, large storeroom," says Morello. "About half of the space is used for teacher

preparation, and the other half for chemical storage. We also have another chemical

storage room down the hall, which is locked. Lockable storage is a big plus in the

designif the chemicals are too accessible you really have to keep an eye on everything."

At Angola Middle School, completion of the school's renovation and expansion meant

new science labs in each of the grade-level wings. "We used to have four or five science

classes going on at one time but only two labs," says seventh-grade science teacher

Paul Beckwith. "It was like trying to go next door to cook at your neighbor's stove." A

lack of running water and storage space for equipment and glassware also frustrated

Angola Middle School teachers prior to the renovation. "We use more equipment and

materials now than we did before," says sixth-grade science teacher Dean Harter. "It's

convenient, and we can find things and do a lot more in the lab."

"Our new science rooms
really support our program

in the past, our rooms were
very small and limiting. The
science program for this age
group needs to be extremely

interactive, and focused on
obllvirwpr , em- .o8 , and trial

and error. It's very hands-on."

Hank Smith,
Superintendent

Celina City Schools, Ohio

"Having more sinks in the
classroom is a big time-
saver," says Poe Middle

School science teacher
Louise Morello. "tile don't
have to stop class several

minutes early to start
cleaning up, because there

are more sinks to get the
job done. It leaves us

more instructional time."



ROCKS, ROLLER COASTERS, AND THE STOCK MARKET

The outdoors is used
extensivdy hy students as
part o f A.I. Boot Middle
School's science program.
Students have planted trees
on Arbor Day, and recently
stmlied rocks and crystals.

Many middle schools extend their science program into the outdoors. Use of

environmental labs, gardens, ponds, wetland areas, forests, and fields enhances

the study of wildlife, plants, rocks and minerals, the weather, and the environment in

general. "We use the outdoors as often as we can," says William Nettles, a sixth-grade

science teacher at A.I. Root Middle School. Sixth-grade projects have included

mapping the woods by the school, a study of the nearby creek, rock identification,

and making crystals.



"We built a weather station in the field next to our school," says Nettles. "It's equipped

with thermometers, barometers, a wind vane, and a rain gauge. We've studied clouds

and learned about forecasting the weather. The students really liked it, and we've been

able to combine science, math, and writingwhen we did our study of the weather, I

asked the students to describe the weather each day. They were only allowed to use

each adjective once a month, so once 'rainy' and 'cold' were used, it was a struggle.

Toward the end of each month, we had a lot of creative ways to describe the weather."

. pp-
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I Sin-Runyan, Yvonne, and Fan-cloth, C. VictoriaEdiffirs. Beyond Separate Subjects: Integrative Learning at the Middle Level.
Christopher-Cordon Publishers, Inc., Northwood, NIA, 1995. Page 21.

"We have come as far as we
can by changing schedules,

organizing teachers and
students into teams, and
adding on to the already

over-crowded curriculum.
Now we must turn our

attention to crafting the
curriculum into what it

must be: responsive to the
unique and compelling

needs of young adolescents."

Edward Brazee in
Beyond Separate Subjects:
Integrative Learning at the

Middle Level I

Sixth-grade students at
A.I. Boot Middle School in
Medina, Ohio, studied the

weather as a part of the
schooN earth science program.

Named for an Boot
student, the Slmwn Clark

Weather Station houses
barometers, thermometers, a
wind vane, and a rain gauge.
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HOW DOES IT ALL CONNECT?

Ilecenl team mills al the middle school level revenl
creative applications of integrated curriculum
al work:

Alr" Nsogge
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nit t I rm.,' v,s
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Iii .Innandale.
blgar 1IIiii Poe Middle
.S.chool's mill on the stock
markel activilies ii
several subject (wens: in
English. sludents wmle If
companies lo requesl

pmspeclus: and in economics. Ihe) reviewed
of the slock imirkel and how the marhel workseren
sludying 11w impacl of pmducl adverlising Oh Wm*
pediwinance. In science. sluderns reviewed "new and
impnwed- formulas for products and explored the
economics o chemisIcr: mal in math. sludeuls gruphe
slock pedOrmance.

.In inlegral parl Ike academic learns. plowical
education leachers al Poe Middle School also pallid-
pale in leant planning. During ww profecl. sludenls
(rnalrzed the diffrrenl styles of tahlelic slaws as a pm
Qf their studies on Ilse fiwee of molion. ,Inolher projecl
included Ihe shay of sporls-related
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Itt Medina. Ohio. ,1.1. .11n1dle .School's twetil mill fill
roller coasters look tun eighth-grade teams to Sandusky.
Ohio. uhere the.i visited the historic Cedar Point umusemeill
park. Sludies ranged liom mathematical and scientific dull,
anahsis nf roller coasters to the hisloly of Cedur Point. Lake
Erie. and eren the lInr fif I s12.

7be schonEs eighth-graders also reventh studied immigra-
lionreading norels and fnurnaIs. !owning. songs. and
slinhiwo. films. Iii muth mid science. students emiltilled the
typitul contents mtd rolume of n simmer trunk und studied
its densityincluding uhelher the trunk might sink or float
during the sinking of a ship crossing to .Imerica.

,I mat on -11n115- Cooper Middle School in
McLean. Iirginiu. explored famous walls such as the

11n11 and the Great 1101 of (bimt. Students
also spent' Iwo d(1.).5 with prokssional arc/Owls sins-

illilliwit the construction ofil nall for n cathedral.
using palm/ milk jugs filled with wetter um/ lettrning

mulhemulical mill slmtImal engineering concepts
such as load-beming and non-load-bearing walls.

.1 sixth-grade unit on the
Ilerolnlionat:v Ilin al Darer
Middle School in Kent. Ohio. lint
only encompassed ref 1ding. hislot?; and
soid studies ussignmenls. it included u
prgeel ill science on how lo make pewter and
studies or relative distances ill mathsuch as the
distance of Pow Revere:, ride.

In bulimia/mils. Indiana. LimOln Middle School:s unit on
the Titanic embraced science and mulhentalicul challenges
as well as hisloty und language arts. In u "limn Four
Boni' unit. stmleills designed ships using plastic soft drink
bottles. and tested how much weight the -ships- could
cart:) belnre sinking. In math. thvt constructed ships out of
lag board mid studied geometry using tingles nie the ships.
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ANGOLA MIDDLE SCHOOL; ANGOLA, INDIANA

"When we started teaming here, all of
the teachers were encouraged to design a
class that we would really like to teach,"
says Scott Hotta, a seventh-grade Ian-
ona..e arts teacher. "I'm an avid out-
doorsman, so I began teaching
'Adventure Literature.' All of the books
we read (Yet the kids to think about otherc
places. I want to encourage them to
travel and to create adventure in their
liveseven in their own backyards."

The spirit of adventure that Hottell
describes is not: limited to his popular
"Adventure .Literature" class. Since the
completion of Angola Middle School's
comprehensive modernization, involving
renovation of nearly 90,000 square feet of
space and the addition of another 72,000
sqnare feet, teachers have begun to
incorporate more creative and ambitious
projects into the curriculum, regularly
working in collaboration with each other.

Glass walls at the rear of Angola Middle School's
new media center overlook the schoon pluying fields
and wooded site. A circular stair provides visual
interest and access to a teacher resource room.

"We are offering courses that are just
amazing for our kids," says Deborah
Gilbert, an eighth-grade teacher in lan-
guage arts, speech, and conuntmications.
"I have a 'global communications' class
that started out with writing and
researching on the Internet. Now we're
(rettincr into Web desion don't lecture
at all. I give all of the instructions over
e-mail. I never expected a class like this
in my lifetime."
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"ADVENTURE LITERATURE"

Seven Ih-grade leucher Mlle!! lour be

leachitig lougnoge arls lilerature. biii

his mosl popular course ul Angola Middle

School gwes u long wit, loword whelling

sludent uppetiles for the greul ()Wilma's. /I

closs he developed hi parl bemuse tf his own

inleresl ill mildoor liollell's "Adventure

Lilerulure" course covers boat classic and

conlemporm:). e.iplores subjecls rouging

from pirates to monolith, clhubing.

jell iS a common theme in natur Qf these books."

sa.s "I encoltroge the sludenls lo think oboill

sm vivo/ in e.dreme mid using !heir minds lo

overcome the chullenges." Ills reuding lisl represenls II

doss-section al callares und hisloricul lino:frames: mid he

Ite% III Ihe lilerolore discussiou with luternel reseurch

often entailing slot/etas lo gq, lowk in lime aml then reltwo

to Ike presenl momenl. us in it recenl sludy of the

"Ile reud Black SI:tr. Brighl Dawn,"suys

MI/ell. "which is about the Idilerod twee ii, Aluska. fh,

il during /1 /arch. when the lditemd slmlied

of the 171Ce. mid using the haernel. we were

able Irack Ihe ruce ilself oil it daily basis. I'Ve even ,gol

Ihe rulesoll 25 puges of /hemfrom the

lolernel. mid Ihe sludeols /dirndl those as well."



ANGOLA MIDDLE SCHOOL; ANGOLA, INDIANA

Modernization of Angola Middle
School created grade-level clusters to
facilitate tearning. "We're more cohesive
in a lot of the things we do," says Penny
Snyder, a science teacher. "Before, we
didn't have a chance to interact with
each other even if we had the same stu-
dents. I think we've provided more bal-
ance for the students. For example, if
someone's giving a test on one day, we

all know about itso we don't all give
tests and overwhehn them." Hotta
agrees that teaming has its advan-
tages: "With teamino. there is a lot of
mutual support and interactive plan-
ning. And if vou have a wacky idea,
you have several people all saying they
will help you."

While teaming does enable teach-
ers to moderate student workload,

Au:
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eighth-grade teachers at Angola Middle
School conspire to push their students as
much as possible every Wednesday after-
noonduring "Brain Bowl." Held in the
new large-group instruction room, Brain
Bowl features two teams of students,
competing in a quiz show format
complete with an automatic timer, lights,
and buzzers. "We purchased machinery
that allows students to buzz in when

Classrooms at Angola Middle
School are large enough
to permit flexible seating
arrangements. Sloped projec-
tion walls aid in multimedia
presentations.

A greenhouse was added to
Angola Middle School during
its renovation, allowing stu-
dents to study plant life and
plant care, photovnthesis,
and hydroponics. Teachers
also take advantage of the
woods and wetlands area

behind the school: "Our stu-
dents have logged 52 species

of plant life on our site," says
Principal William Church.
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ANGOLA MIDDLE SCHOOL; ANGOLA, INDIANA

they have the answer," says William
Church, the school's principal. "MI of
the questions are developed from that
week's studies. It's very student-driven,
and the kids have a lot of fun with it."

"The large-group instruction room is one of
the results of teachers being involved in the
planning of this renovation," says science
teacher Gary Kearnej: "That room is used all
the timeit's the heart of the building."

"Kids at this age level work bet:ter
when they have a chance to get up and
move around," says language arts
teacher Joe Kennedy about the large-
group instruction room. "You can really

move around in theresplit the students
up into small groups and give them a
little more freedom. Their brains seem
to work quicker when we let them get
up on their feet."

7:S!

-e,

-
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Angola Middle SchooN new computer lab provides
instructional space for students, as well as for
teacher training.
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C7:1 MARCH MADNESS
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does it look like? fillere does il usually lire? MO I ' me.- 11

H Clams(' tat animal that is Ids() a team mascot 0S.
LI") suck as Ike Hall .tilate Cardinals. or Ike Pena '.--

1000.414/7.4107.00

.Slate Alitlauy Lions. Describe .v.our animal. 1.11ila

What does it eta? Why do .I.tal think II was hosen

as a mascot? brow II picture. and prepare a
three-minute presentation fi,ir the class.

AN ASSIGNMENT FROM "MARCH MADNESS,"
A THEME UNIT USED AT ANGOLA MIDDLE

SCHOOL IN ANGOLA, INDIANA.
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HOMWdele foffills at LiCoin RK4
Middle School i4 Indianapolis,
Indiand,,Pincorporate computers
on frae-lhedagA
statiPonashd Jay from sinks.
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-iinri4a,recent expansion,
Ifteynoldsb_Urglunior
School in Beynoldsburg,
Ohio, gained new science
facilities. Operable walls
enable classes to work as

tinVileciAL>ery. 41V
-irlarge-group.-q4b room
leatur"ekriiiiiltiple'sinks and

*

SCIENCE

iColerfulmtinetr4: and
peeterilab stations-10-J]
litthe spacionsIscience
rooms aliWoodrthge Middle

I. v---5) \ rSchooPin Peninsula, Ohtm iv
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SCIENCE

SCIENCE
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SCIENCE

SCIENCE

jThe scienceiiilis
LI

Crestifig
Hunti4on%indiana, are
clustered around the media

("celiTei. tke erC;.1'irlt`ca-`6\
.deistic wing. 'lino science

IIclassroomsila re positioned
_ridlif,ectly across theiltaltfrom

each of the grade=levei pods,
enabling the science program
miinrk as purl of,(, 1 team.i

theJrodms afir
the academic core also

(7,allows the program to work
U1e/Parinielit.,PrfOWt <

to the medin centerwhich
featurerla\Te skylight

=alsoxnables the-science ,

frooms to take_advantage _
the natural light.

csc
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At Hamilton Southeastern
1 inniorhgli School in. ill .

iFishers]kwhana, ample
.1natural daylight supports

Lstruciinn in plant life.
Rm
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"OUR LUNCH PERIOD
IS VERY LOUD WHEN
COMPARED TO
ACADEMIC PERIODS,
AND THAT'S OUR
CHOICE. WHEN THE
STUDENTS COME BACK
FROM THE LUNCH
BREAK, THEY'RE READY
TO FOCUS."

=Am McKenna, Principal,
Root Middle School;

Medina, Ohio



TIME To EAT, SHOP, AND PLAY

The cafeWrin at Meridian
Middle Sc Imol In litt. Ifala
Grove. has an operable
wall (right) lh tt opens into the
gym for large tssemblies.

$8

LaNI CR,

Students at Meridian Middle School in Buffalo Grove, Illinois, have a special reason to

appreciate their lunch break: they were instrumental in choosing their own food service

vendor. Several fifth-graders recently took part in a comprehensive research project

in which they surveyed other schools about their food service programs, thenusing

classroom telephonescontacted vendors about services and menu options. When it

came time to negotiate, the students took part in the process and helped make the
final selection.

tv).
Li 56.



Though most middle school students don't have an opportunity to review menus and

negotiate contracts, they typically do agree that lunch is one of the most important times

of the day. A chance to eat, relax, and chat with friends provides a needed break from a

demanding schedule. Some students use the time to stop at their lockers, catch up on

homework, visit the school supply store, and participate in tutoring or interest-based

clubs. Many schools also offer a "recess," including games and active indoor/outdoor

play, during the lunch period.

"Before we transitioned from a junior high school to a middle school, we didn't have a

'recess' break," says Tom McKenna, principal of A.I. Root Middle School in Medina, Ohio.

"We were bringing in sixth-graders at that point, and it seemed like a good opportunity

to add in that kind of a break for all of the students. Our lunch period now is a combina-

tion of lunch and recess. We have a big trunk in the cafetorium with table games and

electronic games. we have ping pong and foosball up on the stage, and the students can
go outside."

McKenna, who also has an elementary school background, believes that recess is instru-
mental in giving students at the middle school level an informal break in their day. "It's

a legitimate part of their day," says McKenna. "I believe that the students do better

academically when recess is a part of the program. In a way, everybody needs iteven

adults." The school also has a jukebox in the cafetorium, which students are permitted

to play during lunch. -It actually helps us keep noise under control," says McKenna.

"When the noise level gets tob high in the cafetorium, we just turn down the jukebox. The

students have to quiet down to hear the music." McKenna adds that, at 25 cents a song,

the jukebox is an "invisible fundraiserwe use the profits for student recognition and

awards programs."

51

Ii SWIM as if' it takes the
average middle school kid

about six minutes to eat hutch.
They need other activities so

that they- don't get into trouble.
We have intranuwals in the

pm and on the playing fields
and a brown bag book dub

in the library"

Dr. Marc Grail.
Superintendent, Kent C'ity

Schools, Ohio



TIME TO EAT, SHOP, AND PLAY

I lie amlileria iii .1rawhile
Middle .`;elwal ii, Bache:41er
Hills. Michigan. filaures
liered Jima. aml a mised stage
with arausliral panels and

emara.
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While the lunch period is a favorite with many students, others may find this time of

day to be intimidating or frustratingespecially for new students. Walking into a large

cafeteria with long rows of tables and unfamiliar faces can be unnerving for shy students,

and may even cause them to avoid eating altogether. Long food service lines or congested

serving areas may also cause the lunch break to lose appeal.

Well-designed and furnished cafeteria space minimizes these concerns, and helps

create a more pleasant and orderly environment. A variety of table arrangements,

including round and rectangular configurations, enables students to sit in smaller

clusters and avoids the "institutional" look of rows of long tables. Some cafeterias at

the middle school level also offer booth seating and smaller areas for groups of two or

three. Many administrators find that allowing students to sit in smaller groups makes

supervision easier and helps with noise control.

f
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Ample natural daylight, acoustical

treatment, and durable furnishings and

floor treatment are imperative to a suc-

cessful dining environment. As the space

often serves many purposesincluding

assemblies and performancesmany

schools opt to include a stage adjacent

to the dining space. A cafetorium

typically features a stage at one end of

the room, portable seating and adjacent

storage that permit a variety of configura-

tions, enhanced acoustical treatment, and a single-level floor. An auditeria also includes a

stage and portable seating, but often has a tiered floor and may offer more sophisticated

acoustical treatment and advanced lighting and sound systems.

5'R
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The cafilorium North
Oldham Middle School in

Goshen. Kentuck); ofkrs booth
seating. Students also enjoy
board games such as chess
and checkers during their

lunch breaks.

Regardless of whether a middle school incorporates a traditional cafeteria, a cafetorium, or

an auditeria, versatility and size are important considerations: "We get a tremendous

amount of use out of our new auditeria," says Virgil Taueg, principal of Lincoln Middle School

in Indianapolis, Indiana. "On a daily basis, the space is used for many activitiesbut since

this school opened, we've also been able to do a lot of special functions that we could never

have done before. On Grandparents' Day, we had 600 kids and over 175 guests. If we had

tried to do it before, in our old cafeteria, those grandparents would have had to sit on top of

the tables because there wasn't enough room! And on the same day, when the grandparents

left after lunch, we cleared the auditeria arid had it set for a school board meeting that

evening. It was entirely transformed."

59'
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A.I. Root Middle School Principal Tom
McKenna believes that first impressions
count: "When a person walks into a
schoola student, parent, or someone from
the community--you only have about 30
seconds to make them feel welcome. It's
especially important for new studentsthe
impression we make with this building can
help reduce their stress and make them feel
at home."

The public wing of the building (at left)
includes separate entrances for the community
and can be secured from the academic areas.
The school's stage opens to both the cafetorium
and the kp--m. In the academiczone of the
building, the media center is centrally located
to each of the three grade-level pods.

; g ,

A strong advocate of enlivening the
school building with student displays,
special exhibits, posters, artwork, and
banners, McKenna's philosophy of
creating a welcoming environment is
also reflected in the building design itself.
He and several other adniinistrators and
faculty members participated in the
planning process for the 700-student
school, which is set in the heart of a new

residential community. The building
features a landscaped plaza and walkways
at the front of the school and a main
office with large windows to create an
openrather than intimidating--effect.

Hallways near the main entry are
filled with naturalSCI

daylight and are
lively renUnders of
A.I. Root's pervasive

.440:+3 4411
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-`.5'et in tre midst of a growing ..nburbon iwighborlurod .....

A. I. Root Middle School:v 40racre wooded site is frequently
used for nature elperiments and 'outdoor studies. ..i hilaseaped

plaza at the sclusrl's front entry wdconws students and the emmuunity
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school spirit and prideas well as its student-
centered approach to learning. Display cases
and exhibitsincluding a large mural
showcase artwork and assignments and

"highlight studerirachievments. "Displaying
student work throughout the school gives
our kids a chance to feel oii=nein
building," says McKenna. "We see the
results in reduced vandalism, and the way
they take_care of theproperty."

Students at A.I Boot enjoy a variety of activities at-
lachtime, including games at their tables and up _..-
on the stage. "The games have worked 4it very
well " says Principal DM McKenna. lhe students
aiv very good about waiting their turn ti( play:"

Another objective that emerged early-on
in the planning process was the desire ro
keep noisier activitiessuch as band;
orchestra, physical education, and dining
clustered togetherin.the public wing of the
building, apart from aefirlearr-VeTas-:-Lu-rich-
time in particular provides a lively break for
students, who use the stage for ping pong
and foosball games, and play games such
as che-ckers and chess at their tables. The

stage is positioned between the gym and the
cafetorium, with operable walls that allow the

-stage to be opened to either space.
"Our stage is in use all day long," says

Assistant Principal Mike "The
orchestra class uses it every morning for three
periods, then we clear it for lunch and 'indoor
recess.' With the Operable walls, we can open
thrsto the gym and-ha.ce concerts. It
giVes us flexibility_and saves-411ot of time."
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A POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE.

Tlw climate al a derelomtentally respmsive middle level'

selmol is sale. inviting. and caring: it proatotes a sene

rwmunnity and emynayiges learning. A -visitor walking:into,-

a middle level building immediately develops 'some first.t

impressions. The cm.dial. pleasant Ione of the staff and Ihe,-;

way studeuts greet and treat each otherare revealing:,

interactions antoag stall members and between students.an&

staff 1y:fleet dentoerM:I and fairness..lit a healthy schooV
environment human ivhdionships are paramount- and alP
individuals MY' awned with dignity and repect:SItalents

mill adults recognize and accept one anollwrk_differences:--

cariositi: creativity. null diversity are.celebrated::

THE NATIONAL MIDDLE. SCHOOL.ASSOCIATIONi:.
THIS WE BELIEVE, 1 995..



TIME To EAT9 SHOP, AND PLAY

The cafeteria at Discovery Middle School
in Granger, Indiana, is a brightly lighted
area with a variety of seating options.
Long rows of tables can also be divided
into smaller rectangwlar seating.

-

_

9

The cafeteria at Thomas A.
Edison Middle School in South
Bend, Indiana, enjop; views
into a landscaped cfmrt.)wrd.

The cafeteria at Central
Junior High School in ll'est

Melbourne. Florida, features a
stage that also opens to du.

schoon court)-ard for open-air
performances. Students often

take their lunckes outdoors
as welt
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The food service area at
Central Junior High Selma!
offers students a variety qf

a la carte and snack options,
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"AT THE MIDDLE
SCHOOL LEVEL IN
PARTICULAR, WE NEED
TO CAPITALIZE ON THE
STUDENTS' INNATE
CURIOSITY AND ENERGY
LEVEL-WE NEED TO
GIVE THEM A VARIETY

OF OPPORTUNITIES TO

EXPLORE."

Dr. David E. Sawyer,
Superintendent,
School Board of Brevard
Count); Florida



BUILDING BRIDGES...AND MAKING A HOME

Many of the computers in the
industrial technology lab at
South *million Middle School
in Clinton. Indiana, are linked
to machinery and tools.
Students turn On a light above
their modules if thcy need extra
help from their teacher, who
is able to facilitate and work
one-on-one as needed.
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"My role as a teacher has always been to motivate and educate," says Tom Milam,
industrial technology teacher at South Vermillion Middle School in Clinton, Indiana. "Now,
our new labwith all of its technologyprovides a lot of that motivation. The students
love it, and their energy level has been unreal. It's changed my roleI spend less time
motivating and more time educating."
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The opening of the new South Vermillion Middle School, which replaced a long-outdated

building, provided an ideal opportunity for a transition from a traditional industrial arts

curriculum to a modern, applied technology programa crucial change according to

Mi lam. Like many school districts around the country, the South Vermillion Community

School Corporation has incorporated a modular approach to its technology program

allowing students to participate in a variety of hands-on tasks, such as operating a

computer-controlled lathe; analyzing and building a small engine; building and operating

a robot; using a wind tunnel; building model rockets; and studying aerodynamics, energy,

power, transportation, and structural technology.

Rolland Voris, a technology instructor at Lincoln Middle School in Indianapolis,

Indiana, offers a similar assessment of his school's program: "Our

industrial arts program has really evolved over the past few

years," he says. "The computer-driven, modular lab

approach to instruction has really come into its own.

It's an interactive approach, capturing instruction,

reading material, assignments, testing, and

evaluation. As a delivery system, the modular

approach actually gives us much better class-

room management and accountability. It saves

instructional time on a day-to-day basis, and

allows us to facilitate moreit gives us more

time to plan and manage the students' work.

Advanced technology programs

at the middle school level
typically offer "hands-on/

minds-On" environments to

students. A "Make hmr Own
T-Shirt" unit includes studies

in graphic design.

"Most importantly, the students have more fun," Voris continues.

"They're able to focus more on discovery and problem-solving. They really

begin to understand the processes behind manufacturing, or the steps

involved in animation. And the approach has also enabled us to broaden the

scope of studythey're not just working with metal and wood, they're learning every-

thing from computer graphic design to fiber optics and lasers."
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UOLDING mg.RIDGES ..JAN

A suite of classrooms featuring
automated, nualular
instructional units serves the
applied technology and home
economics programs at
Discovery Middle School in
Granger., Indiana. Suulents
entering the classrooms
determine the day's assignment
by checking electronic message
boarrbanother tirne-saver for
the teachers.

72
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A number of workplace skills, such as communication and teamwork, are also integral to

applied technology programs at the middle school level. "Students need to be able to read

technical manuals, write reports, work at a keyboard, and get along with other students

just as they will when they are employees," says Dr. David E. Sawyer, superintendent of

the School Board of Brevard County, Florida. "It's impossible to prepare them for all the

specific skills that they may need, because today many of those skills are unique to each

employer. We want the students to have basic occupational skills and an understanding of

decision-making processes that are relevant to the workplace.

"We focus on the 'Three R's," says Dr. Sawyer. "First, the curriculum in applied

technology should be relevant. It should be practical in terms of the students' day-to-day

lives. The studies should also be realisticthey shouldn't be make-believe. Naturally, we

want the students using keyboards, not manual typewriters; and microwave ovens instead

of coal-burning stovesbut this applies to all of the technology program. It's why, for

example, we're seeing more industrial technology programswith lasers, biotechnology,

and roboticsinstead of an emphasis on traditional woodworking. The new curriculum is

still hands-onstudents manipulate, construct, and analyzebut it has more practical

applications for today. Third, we want the technology program to be rewarding," Dr. Sawyer

continues. "We want the students to appreciate and value what they're learning, and to

enhance their abilities to achieve their aspirations."

Is there still a role for the traditional shop activitieswith hammers, saws, and drill

presses? Most administrators and teachers agree that there is a need for this aspect,

but the focusand facilities required to house these activitieshave been minimized in

many schools. "Fabrication is still important," says Dr. Sawyer, "because it gives students

the opportunity to work with raw material through to the finished product. Overall, however,

we've moved to a much more technological program."
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Tom Alexander, principal at the new Crestview Middle School in Huntington, Indiana,

agrees. Within the school's "Related Arts" programencompassing industrial

technology, computer education, home economics, art, band and choir, physical

education, fitness, and wellnessthe industrial technology program in particular has

been transformed over the past few years. "Most of our program in industrial technology

is computer-driven," he says. "As a result, it's very student-centered. But I am a

traditionalist in some respectsI still think kids ought to be able to do a little cooking,

mending, and sewing when they leave here; and we have a small workshop with tools."

"When we whip egg whites for waffles, we're talking about physics, and how the egg

batter will make the waffles rise," says Lois Hall, a work and family studies instructor at

Edgar Allan Poe Middle School in Annandale, Virginia. "When we design and sew beach

bags, we're using math conceptsstudying dimensions, perimeters, and angles. We're

constantly teaching math and science here, but more importantly, we're teaching life

skillsnot just how to cook and sew, but how to plan, prepare, document, and follow

through. The students work independently and in small groupsjust as we do as adults

in the working world."

Although in many respects home economics and consumer science courses have not

evolved as rapidly as other applied technology programs, they are often centered around

an integrated curriculum approach that helps to build practical, lifelong skills for

students. "We really focus on decision-making skills and working together as a team,"

says Debbie Bock, family consumer science teacher at A.I. Root Middle School in

Students participate in
self-directed, nmdular

instructional units as a part of
Central Junior High School's

applied technolom- curriculum
in Mst Melbourne, norida.
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BUILDING BRIDGES...AND MAKING .A HOME

Teadwr Debbie Bock helped to
design the home economics
classroom at A. I. Boot Middle
School in Medina, Ohio. She
opted for a combination of
classroom and kitchen space,
with a partial wall dividing the
areas. The room also features a
separate laundry and storage
area.
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Medina, Ohio. "When the students go on to their careers, they will be working as teams

whether in businesses or factories. They also learn a lot here about time management."

Bock, who has been teaching for 26 years, participated in the planning of A.I. Root Middle

School, which gave her an opportunity to help design the home economics space. "We

divided the space into a carpeted classroom area and a kitchen with a tile floor," says

Bock. "The classroom area is large and flexible, so that we're able to use it for tests,

lectures, overhead presentations, or working in small groups. I also asked for a separate

space for a laundry area, which has been a big help. Because it's separate from the

classroom, it doesn't disrupt the class. Other teachers can access it if they need to

without interrupting my class. It's also a good storage area."

In addition to learning broad-based time management and decision-making skills, the

students in Bock's class learn many practical, hands-on skillsin nutrition and cooking,

child care, and sewing and crafts. "The students enjoy the simple hand sewing projects,"
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says Bock. "It gives them a sense of accomplishment. I had one student who went

home and took all of his boy scout badges, off of his uniform and then sewed them back

onhe wanted to do it exactly the way I had taught him."

Lois Hall says that she sees an "immense difference" in her program since the

completion of Poe Middle School's recent modernization and expansion. "We had a

much smaller area before," she says, "and it was very awkward for a large class. Now

we're able to have classroom instruction and lab activities at the same time. The space

is also light and airy nowbefore it was depressing. I really want them to develop a lot

of skills and this space is designed to allow a number of hands-on activities.

"The most important thing that I see come out of this class is the development of their

self-confidence," Hall points out. "With some projects, students will say, 'I don't think I

can do that'but they can and it really helps their confidence."
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The home economics classroom
at Hamilton Southeastern

Junior High School in Fishers,
Indiana, features both tiled

and carpeted classroom areas.
Large mirrors suspended
from the ceiling facilitate

student viewing of cooking
demonstratiom.
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EDGAR ALLAN POE MIDDLE SCHOOL; ANNANDALE, VIRGINIA

According to teachers and administrators,
enhanced cormmmications and teaming
opportunities are direct results af the modern-
ization and expansion of Edgar Allan Poe
Middle School in Annandale, Virginia.
"Because of the way this school is designed

now, our teachers are closer and can
communicate better," says Principal June C.
Monterio. "I've seen powerful outcomes that
result from the informal dynamics that this
space allowsteachers are able to say,
'Look at what I'm working on,' and interact

Second Floor

across grade levels, across disciplines, at
every level."

Poe Middle School was reconfigured
from a seventh- and eighth-grade building
to a 1,200-student school with grades si_x
through eight.

tsi. 73
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A renovation and elpansion enabled
Poe Middle School to transition to
teaming, facilitated by grade-level
pods with teacher planning areas.



The ISM lecture hall al Poe Middle Schaol
is in constant use ky classes, as well as
administration meetings sj.stem-wide. "tVe
use it for skits (1nd dramatic readings,"
Sap; English teacher Natasha lien): "It's
important for the students to learn to feel
comfortable in front of an audience."

/ , /7) /7)
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gDGAR ALLAN POE MIDDLE SCHOOrçANNANDALE LLVIRGINIA

The modernizatidn included the
addition of an auxiliary gymnasium; a
music suite: a new meaia center; a tiered
lecture hall: adminismaive space; and
several classrooms. labs, multi-purpose
mot 1s. and support areas. The ent'i.e

-
sk.

existing building was arso ren6yatect
"The way this schoolhas

renovated makes it alit eaSiei4
teachers," says JarneS Shepliercl5i
seventh-gracie math and'stienee-traeher.
"We have more flexibility fn.wOjrlui-ig--

_

with the students, and supervision is much
easier." Sheila Chenard, an eighth-grade
math teacher, also points out that. "The
brightness of this building really affects
you. We're much more upbeat and so are
the students."

L iituti
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A classroom with a raised platform provides a
suitable venue for meetiugs, presentations, skits,

and small awards programs and ceremonies.

v

Multi-purpose rooms trills operable walls add to
the flexibility of each grade-level pod.

STONY
COLLECTION

1;

The renovation and eapansion of Poe Middle
School yielded a target; more flexible media

__ center: "The library is excellent now," says Betsy
Lockman, a sialh-grade language arts and

science teacher. "'tiro or three classes can use it at
the sante time."



-.EDGAR ALLAN POE MUDDLE SCHOOL; ANNANDALE, VIRGINIA

Natasha Hen ,. an eighth-orade English
teacher, appreciates the bright and
spacious classrooins that resulted from that
modernization: t's so important to have
a comfortable, flexible environment
especially for middle school students,'
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Lltpanded facilities at Poe
Middle School arcommodate
both an applied technology
program utilizing a !nodular
delitaay si.stem. and a tradi-
tional shop areaenabling
stutknts to take fabriration
projects. such as the construc-
tion of camly mucldnes. front
stall to finish.

she says. "They're having a tough time
controlling their hocles and their emotiolis
so the more you can control the envimmnent
the better. You need to be able to change the
lighting, or the arrangement of the room."

Monterio also credits the design of the

building with making it easier to inchalc all
support childwn with special needs. Stull as
those in the ESL and ID programs: "The
pods give them built-in support because die
are in constant contact with their team uI
teachers, who all know them."
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"I* constantly app)
academic subjects to our
work." says Lois a

work and family sludks
teadter at Poe Middle School, I

"especially math and science." I

Coursework in sewingwhich
requires creating custom
patternshas included
making beach bags and boxer 1

shorts.
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"MAKING THE FAMILY MEAL"

,tittaltuds are 10 plait prepare. and 1 lean tip the(.1)
kilehen after Ihe chosen 110111. Parenls. please monitor

plans of.slmr child to ensure !hat tom
famil):s. 10001.)ww child's skill hrel

coastraints. 1111(1.111111 personal

ransideralians are respecled.
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hue meal may be break/0st
hawk or dinner. II /1/(1.1' be

simple and inexplossire

ramplicified and e.tpensire
withata impacting his/her
2.rade. is imporImil is Ilmt
them trill be new learning fin. the
sIndent reporI (10ilidwrillen oi
word-pn0esse(/) will include
fidlowing:

Mennwrillen ill rorrerl mean faunal.
with recipes offina prepared

I I 'ork planplanned selpware of wilt the,
remember table setting and cleatt-ttp

Norrwireshilteni-wrillen '111111 (old
eralaatitin of work completed. Tht, 111111 1111111111'

11S11111.ti 51141 11S I/1'1111111p 111111 51111/14101% ,

I'mtiments and 512°natures-000mill a11d/01

friends all() ale the meal

Opthotal: COSI tatalvsiscalealale the (osI
per erring

FAMILY MEAL ASSIGNMENT FROM EDGAR
ALLAN POE MIDDLE SCHOOL'S "TEEN LIVING"
COURSEPART OF THE WORK AND FAMILY
STUDIES PROGRAM TAUGHT BY LOIS HALL

'
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When teacher Lois Ha asked students to prepare a family meal at home
as an assignment in their Teen Living course, she had no idea just how
creative and thorough they could be. Menus ranged from "veggie pizza"
and homemade brownies to Insalata di Caprese, garlic papuya shrimp,
and Key Lime pie. The students planned their menus, did the shopping,
set the table, prepared the meal, and cleaned up. They also enjnyed a
hard-earned family meal, and began to appreciate the work that goes
into feeding a family:

For one studentseventh-grader Andrew Sattenthe enterience was an
"eye opener" according to his report, which earned an "A." At times, he
felt as if he were "stirring forever." and noted that "cleaning up took a
long timeespecially washing the dishes." Now an expert at chili over
pasta and "Texas garlic toast," Andrew concluded that, "Next time I
make a meal I'll try to clean up as I go along so I don't have one big
clean-up at the end. I definitely learned a great deal from this project
and hopefully I'll be able to incorporate these new skills I picked up
into future meals I make."

Andrew's conclusions were exactly as Lois Hall had hoped for all of
her students. "I wanted them to apply the skills thry've learned
here in class," she says. "The project covered everything from
analyzing the costs per serving to lighting candles and
folding napkins. Their documentation and reports
were very impressive, and duty tvere imaginative with
their menus. But I knew that this was successful
when all the kids came back suying, 'I don't know
how my parents do this night afier night!"

$WINOTONOIVERSIT

LtW 8)0,

Pbi± bridle Schaals
Meal- .Issimunenl

"lids expeience was cerl(lin1) an
eye opener I had un hlea how

mach wail; wns jiiit into making a
simple meal.-

A N DR EW SATTEN,
SEVENTH"GRADE STUDENT,

EDGAR ALLAN POE MIDDLE
SCHOOL; ANNANDALE, VIRGINIA



PIKE TOWNSHIP TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

"The firs/ gaul the Pike Thwuship Teehnology
Educuliou Curriculum will be to begin developing
lechnolvical lilerm:): %he middle .whool sludeuls
slurl developing lecluadogical nemssurylar
communicution. cmutive IIiiiikiii. am! decision-makiT,,
well us the ability to apply these skills lo solve leclmical
pmblems. As an inlegral purl of the pro:;.rum, sludenls

splore curee opporlimilies um/ saul.). re/Wants/lips and
upplicutions (1' math. srienre, mill communicalions skills lo
our lechnological world.

lialmolagr Educalion, u related (iris cluss, is au eiriling,
chulleaging, activity-centered subject sires, fin students
With erely hind inleresl and career ;vad. Thchnology
Edltryttion is the use (!fklancled,ae, tools, 'sad skills lo solve
pruclical problems und ho exleml ou human
The lechnologv situ/m/s need 10 be esposed lo the aclivilies
Ihul besl illuslrale lweseul upplicalion of lechnicul
muleriuls b). cola/styling experimenls. using computers
to design/solve a vurielv of lechnolvicul pmblems,

solulions. producing documents, ;winius g. beller
underslumling of. Ihe vulue of eneir : and beller
underslamling ubout the use al esources and informulion.

sludeuls will be direclly involved wills learning
Ilu7. develop n beller umlerslanding alour increasing1.1.

complex soriel):"

FROM THE EDUCATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR
THE NEW LINCOLN MIDDLE SCHOOL IN INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA. STUDENTS AT LINCOLN STUDY A BROAD RANGE
OF TECHNOLOGY AREASFROM COMPUTER SOFTWARE
APPLICATION AND DESKTOP PUBLISHING TO FLIGHT
SIMULATION AND ROBOTICS.

All orate compilers ill Lineolo Middle .s'elufrol's elassruoill
are nelletwhed. Shill/111S IIIVir 01171 (IS 1111:1* rotate
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"WHAT ARE WE
ACCOMPLISHING IF WE
RAISE CHILDREN TO BE
GREAT ON COMPUTERS,
BUT NOT TO TAKE CARE
OF THEIR HEALTH?"

-.how Ikunett Health
and Plowical Education
Thacher; Edgar Allan Poe
Middle School, Annandale,
Virginia



LESSONS FOR LIFE
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Take a quick look at physical education-programs in middle schools today, and it may not

seem as if much has changed over the years. The curriculum still focuses on the basics
of health and fitness: aerobic exercise, individual and team sports, strength training,

rhythm and dance, recreational activities, nutrition, and personal hygiene. An emphasis

on the importance of physical fitnesslessons for I
ifecontinues to be an integral part\_

of middle school education.

II A

Take a closer look at these programs, however, and some crucial changes in P.E.

instruction become apparent. Firstrtriedelivery of instruction has evolved: teachers are

tapping into more creative opportunities to-introduce fun sports and recreational activities

that can be enjoyed throughout life., such as in-line skating, golf, tennis, and aerobic

dance. Informal competitions, such as school-based "Olympic" challenges in a variety of

sports, also help build enthusiasm and individual and team commitment. Many of these

tournaments and eW,hts are organized and managed by the students themselves, as_an
added measure4f,engaging children in the overall competition.

oe

Technological resources have enhanced the scope of P.E. instruction, including heart

monitors, computer-based instruction programs, Internet research sites, and multimedia

presentation tools. Instructors are also broadening fitness programs to include a greater

emphasis on classroom-based learning, enabling students to focus more readily on

UL 8 4



health and nutrition issues, substance abuse, disease prevention, anatomy, and mental

health.

Facilities housing physical education activities have evolved as wellin part to
accommodate program changes. If financially feasible, many schools at the middle

school level opt for both a spectator gym and an auxiliary or "practice" gym, which helps

to accommodate expanded schedules for team and tournament sport use, intramurals,

practices, and community use. Girls' sports in particular have benefited from increased

access to gymnasium facilities, and the operation of two gyms simplifies daily P.E.

schedulingespecially during inclement weather when outdoor fields and structures

can't be used.

Facilities for P.E. now routinely incorporate classrooms near gymnasiums and weight

rooms. "The classrooms are really important for pulling students in for a lesson on how

the cardiovascular system works, for example, or studies in nutrition and health," says

Sheila Toth, a physical fitness instructor at Discovery Middle School in Granger, Indiana.

"When they are all sitting on the gym floor, it's hard to get them into that mode of

learningit's difficult for them to focus and take notes. When they're in the gym, they

really want to play."

"Having the health classrooms near our gym area has really helped our program and

saved us a lot of time," says Jayne Bennett, a physical education and health teacher at
, Edgar Allan Poe Middle School in Annandale, Virginia. During a recent modernization, the

P.E. area at Poe Middle School was renovated and expanded, which included adding an

The North Oldham Middk
School Mustangs plor before
a home crowd in their new
9.200-square-foot pi:mos/um
in Gtedien. Kentucht:

"I like auxiliary trp Tis UT
have now. It's nice to have a
separate gym where we can

practice al night and etm17fhing
is nal so crammed. ?Ind the

girls can practice. and prm:lices
aren't so late at night because

Ilwre are taw grms.-

Leah Seerers. Eighth-Grade
Student. Angola Middle School:

ingola. Indiana
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LESSONS FOR LIFE
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auxiliary gym and two classrooms for health instruction. "The permanent health rooms

have enabled us to bring in more resources and exhibits," Bennett says. "We no longer

have to lug materials around to different classrooms to try to teach health. It really confirms

that health instruction is not just an afterthought, but a vital part of the curriculum."

Perhaps the most important change in P.E. instruction in recent years is that the

message itselftake care of your healthhas become significantly more urgent. "We're

raising a generation of unhealthy children," says Bennett, who has been teaching P.E.

for nearly 30 years. "Many of these students eat enough fat in one meal to last three days,

and then we wonder why they're so lethargic."

Studies prove that Bennett's concerns are not misplaced. "A lack of physical activity has

resulted in American children becoming more obese since the 1960s," reports the

Educational Resources Information Center in "School Children and Fitness: Aerobics for

Life." The report cautions that "this increase in body fat is responsible for reduced

cardiovascular capacity which in turn limits a child's ability to resist coronary heart disease.

In addition, a lack of physical activity accounts for a host of diseases including hypertension,

diabetes, impaired tolerance for heat, and various psychological disorders...As children

become older, there is a strong tendency for them to participate less in physical activity.

The drop in such participation between the ages of 12 and 18 is dramatic." 1

Additional reports confirm that the percentage of overweight children is increasing. A

"National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey" conducted from 1988 through 1994 by

the Centers for Disease Control shows that approximately 14 percent of children ages

1 Hinkle, Scott J. "Sclmol Cbildnin and l'inic§N Aerobics for Lifo." ERIC Digest, December 1992.\ 6



12-17 are overweightan increase of six percent from 1980 to 1994.2 A Shape Up

America! poll, commissioned by former U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop, documented

the decline in activity 'levels among Americans of all ages: "Physical activitywhich has

been shown to prevent and manage such life threatening diseases as heart disease,

hypertension, and diabetesis one of the most consistent and positive forces associated

with successful weight management. But data from the recent Surgeon General's Report

on Physical Activity and Health indicates that 25% of American adults are not getting any

exercise at all; another 40% are nearly sedentary." The findings also indicate that "teens

and children are less active today than they were a decade ago," and that nationwide

there is a "general attitude of complacency about children's activity levels." 3

"When the students come in and begin to learn the basic elements of health and

nutrition," Bennett notes, "they begin to make changes. And when they can enjoy a

variety of sports and recreational activities in safe, well-equipped, air conditioned

facilities, they begin to look forward to it. It's so important to teach kids to like exercise.

For example, requiring that kids run as a punishment sends the wrong message. We do

need to have discipline and structure in the program to ensure safety, but we need to

make it fun.

"We also try to encourage kids to take what they learn here about exercise and share it

with their families," Bennett adds. "Many parents today are afraid to let their children go

outside to play, and that's had an impact on their physical fitness. We encourage them to

get out with their families and walk or ride bikes. I'm a preacher when it comes to health,

and I want it to stay with them for life."

U.S. Health and Human Services' Centers for Disease Control. Morbidityand Mortality ll'eekly Report. March b. 1997.

3
Sltape Up America! Survey on Physical Activity in the U.S., May 1995.. 87 9



DISCOVERY MIDDLE SCHOOL; GRANGER, INDIANA

"Our programand our facilities
are very progressive," says Sheila Toth,
physical fitness instructor at Discovery
Middle School. "The facilities allow us
to present an integrated fitness/health
curriculum. Ou.r program is itodUng like
the 'gym class of years ago. Kids hated it,
and it was stressful. Our whole focus
is training for life."

The physical fitness area at Discovery
Middle School includes a spectator gym

with seating for 750, an adjacent
auxiliary um, and locker areas on a
lower level; with a walking track area
and fitness lab on an upper level
overlooking the main gym. The fitness
lab includes a training area with strength
and cardiovascular conditioning
machines, classroom space with operable
walls, and an office.

"We spend about half the time in
physical activity and the other half in

classroom/discussion-type activities," says
Toth. "The movable walls really help us
we can use the lab/classroom space as one
room, two rooms, or three. Kids can go up
there and work out on the machines for
20 nUnutes, and then we pull them into a
classroom setting for lessons or work on
their portfolios. We have a student-cen-
tered approach to instruction, in which we
act more as facilinitors in the classroom.
The space is very curriculum-friendly."

44111 le M

An elevated walking track, accessed via the
upper-level fitness lab, surrounds the spectator
gym. "Haring two gyms really helps our
progrant, by allowing us to work with diffixent
groups of kids more cffectively;" says pkysical
education teacher Sheila nth. "For example, if
we're doing a skating unit, we can take kids
who need to work on their skills a little more
into the auxiliary gym and give them the help
they need."
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Operable walls facilitate
a variety of space

configurations for weight
training. cardiovascular.

and classroom activities at
Disowely .1liddle School.

Classroom-based curriculum
units include: Diseases.
Natritiow Growth mul

Development. CPR/First
Aid, Stress ilhmagenwat.

Substance Abase. and Mental
and Entotional Health.

MAIN LEVEL
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A natatorium at Oak Junior/Senior
Iligh School in Converse, Indiana,

features a pool with a movable bottom.

IlentAlligfilitlillon
4-'1.'4

,
J

thane o f the Ifildcats, the gymna.dant
al Smith *mullion Middle School in

Clinton. Indiana, seals 1,000 spectators.

Modernization of Thomas A. Edison Middle
School incorporated a new training room
for cardiovascular and strength training.



LESSONS FOR LIFE

The 10.000-square-foot
main gymmodunt and a
smaller RE. gy711110.411111 at

Lincoln Middk School in
Indianapolis, Indiana, are
housed in the public wing of
the school. Large storage
areas, locker rooms,
restrooms, and showers
divide the two gyms.

1111 111
1 WI 1

The natatorium at Wilson
Middle School in Muncie,
Indiana, features a six-lane,
25-yard pool. The pool is in
constant use by students and
the communitj:

6

Ample locker room space for
bnys and girls is included at

Sunman-Dearborn Middle
School in St. Leon, Indiana.
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'STUDENTS AT THIS
AGE NEED TO QUESTION
AND EXPLORE-AND
THEY NEED TO EXPRESS
THEMSELVES. THOSE
QUALITIES ARE A GOOD
FOUNDATION FOR THE

ARTS."

Dr. James J. Bird
Superintendent,
Annulate Schools;
Auburn Hills, Michigan



CREATIVE EXPRESSION

The large chalkboard in
Meridian Middle School's art
room is a favorite with the
students. The room features a
double-sided glass display case
that also faces the hallwny: tables
with large work surfaces, and
room for easels and computers.
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At Discovery Middle School in Granger, Indiana, the art room and display areas for

showcasing art projects are favorites with the students. "We have a good facility for

art," says Nancy LaDuke, a seventh-grade student. "Our work is on displayit's not

always the most artistic, but the teacher tries to display work that shows the most

effort." Eddie Beebe, also a seventh-grader, adds, "It makes you feel proud."

At an age when the world suddenly begins to seem both complex and demanding,

middle school students often discover that visual and performing arts programs offer

a special opportunity to explore their sense of self and their creative potential. The

artswhether singing, painting, sculpting, dancing, acting, composing music, or playing

an instrumentrequire students to reach within and engage their own sense of self

exploration and expression.

"Visual and performing arts are among the few disciplines that educate the right side of

the brain," says Edmond R. Guay, a drama teacher with Avondale Schools in Michigan.

"The arts touch on philosophy, intuition, and expression. Performing arts in particular

encourage students to look at and feel things from a different perspectivemuch

different from sitting at a computer, solving math problems, or reading a book. Theatre

exposes kids to a whole different way of problem-solving. Self esteem is only part of it."
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"We have an art show here every day, because the students' work is on display

year-round," says Jan Benkoske, art teacher at Meridian Middle School in Buffalo Grove,

Illinois. "It's not a once-a-year occasion. I assume that all children do their best, and

every finished work should be on display." Benkoske assisted in the school's planning,

and was able to contribute ideas regarding specifications for the art room in particular.

"I like having glassshowcases because things are protected," she says. "We do a lot of

ceramics, and the students feel better knowing their work is safe."

Benkoske also points to having a separate room for the kiln as an important attribute

allowing more open space within the classroom itself and creating a safer work area.

She also requested a full-length chalkboard along one wall, which is used constantly.

"It's wonderful," she says. "Once you start to draw, and the kids are feeding you ideas

and you're trying to brainstorm, the last thing you want to do is cram all of these things

together. You just want to build and buildrecognizing their ideas and including them in

what you're doing. The large chalkboard really facilitates that idea."

In addition to display space, adequate lighting, and the inclusion of several sinks for

clean-up, most art teachers agree that the keys to a successful art classroom are

storage and space. "You could probably give me a room as big as a football field and it

wouldn't be big enough," says Dale Orman, art teacher at South Vermillion Middle

School in Clinton, Indiana. Still, Orman says that her art room at the community's new

school is a big improvement over the previous spacebigger and lighter, with more

storage and display space. "The students do much better work here," she says. "Before,

we could never do sculpture, for example, because there was no room for it. But last

year, with our new art room and the ability to do sculpture, we entered a competition

and won every division in sculpture in our age group."
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/
Similarly, music/teachers point to the need for adequate space and storagefor large and

small instrumenWsheet music, props, and wardrobe items. Many music suites are posi-

tioned near the school's stage, and feature dressing rooms; storage closets for uniforms,

robes, and costumes; music libraries; and soundproof practice and ensemble rooms nearby.

Portable risers or built-in tiers in the music classrooms facilitate group practice sessions. In

band rooms in particular, appropriate floor space and ceiling heights are critical to maintain

an adequatebut not deafeningvolume. Sinks and instrument repair areas are time-savers

and help in teaching students about the appropriate care and handling of instruments.

As in other academic areas, computers are becoming integral to research, instruction, and

composition in art and music, with manycsChools opting to include electronic music labs and

The spacious musirom at the new Lincoln Middle
School in Indianapolis, Indiana, helps to support an

ambitious middle school music program.

The music room at North Oldham Middle School in
Goshen, Kentuc 10; features a mirrored wall and
portable risers.
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portable.computer stations within art classrooms. "We've got 16 music keyboards hooked

to 16 computers," says Brant Moore, a band and music teacher at the recently modernized

Angola Middle School in Angola, Indiana. "I'm able to do an eighth-grade music class now

that is basically a composition class where they're learning to write music and put it on the

computer. It's something we simply couldn't do before."

"It's our job to educate the whole student," Edmond Guay, of Avondale Schools, says. "It's

important to find a way to reach themwhatever it takeswhether it's putting students in

front of computer screens, putting them on the wrestling squad, or putting instruments in

their hands. We need to reach them one way or another, because once a kid's brain is

turned on, there's no turning it off."
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"THE LANGUAGE OF ART"
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ART AND MUSIC: PHILOSOPHY AND GOALS
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"THINK LIKE AN ARCHITECT"

url room in which )mt ure now working. mid Mink like
).ou like hes! ulonel this room? How could

This mom be even more u.ouderful ).eur could Imre desiget lemur'

"THE CHALKBOARD IS HUGE AND EASY FOR EVERYONE TO
SEE. I WOULD MAKE ANOTHER ROOM FOR COMPUTER ARTS
FOR VIRTUAL DRAWINGS."

"I LIKE THE TV AND HOW IT COMES OUT OF THE WALL.
IF WE MADE IT MORE HIGH-TECH, WE COULD ADD
LAPTOPS IN ALL THE DESKS AND GO ON THE WEB TO
LEARN. I THINK WE SHOULD ALSO MAKE THE SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE BECAUSE OF GLOBAL WARMING."

"I LIKE THE DISPLAY SHELF BECAUSE YOU CAN SEE THE
OTHER PEOPLE'S WORK."

"I THINK THAT THE BEST PART OF THE ART ROOM IS THE
CHALKBOARD. IT IS VERY BIG AND HAS LOTS OF ROOM. IT
COULD BE BETTER IF WE KNOCKED OUT THE FIFTH-GRADE
SCIENCE LAB AND MADE THE ART ROOM BIGGER."

"THE BEST PARTS OF THE ART ROOM ARE THE CEILING
AND THE CABINETS. IT WOULD BE BETTER IF THEY PUT
THE PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS SOMEWHERE ELSE."

"THE BEST PART IS THAT THE ROOM HAS FOUR SINKS FOR
MORE CONVENIENCE. I WOULD PUT A SPECIAL PLACE TO
HOLD PAINT CONTAINERS."

"I LIKE HOW THE CEILING GOES HIGHER AND HIGHER. I
WISH THE WALLS WERE PAINTED LIGHT PURPLE OR BLUE
OR MULTI-COLORED."

.1.csigumeill 2.irete bI Jou lleukoske. or! lowlier ul Meridiem
Middle School: finflielo Grore.
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Lincoln Iliddle SchonA art room fratures spreral sinks. large work
tables, and athple cabinetry and display areas.



The auditorium at Wilson Aliddk School in
Muncie. Indiana. whkh seats 650. can be divided
into three spams for large-group instruction. The
area near the stage seats 350: two sectioms at the
bark of the facility each seat 150.

112
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'The auditorium at Thomas A. EdisonMiddle
School in Souls Bend Indiana. filial/vs an operable
,wall that divides the facility into two section s fin-

. large-group instruction purposes.
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"IT'S NO LONGER REALISTIC
TO BELIEVE THAT SCHOOLS
ONLY ADDRESS THE
ACADEMIC NEEDS OF
STUDENTS. IN ORDER TO
CARE FOR THE 'WHOLE
CHILD,' EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL,
PHYSICAL, AND ACADEMIC
CONCERNS MUST BE
CONSIDERED. WE'VE
EXTENDED OPPORTUNITIES
FOR KIDS OUTSIDE OF THE
REGULAR SCHOOL DAY-
8:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
JUST ISN'T ENOUGH TIME!"

Susan L. Mann, Principal,
Meridian Mhldle School,. Buffalo
Grm,e,



AFTER SCHOOL

"As soon as the dismissal bell
rings in a middle school, the
halls fill with hundred.; of
children screaming as thry
slam lockers, bump backpacks
and bounce against each other
like free-bonding electrons in a
supercollider. The physics of
normal human interaction
gives way in a roiling mass of
11- to 15-j-ear-olds entangled
in a loud, confused and tribal
frenzy"

CAROLLYN JAMES,
TEACHER,
F.C. HAMMOND MIDDLE
SCHOOL; ALEXANDRIA,
VIRGINIA'

°
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The final bell or announcement at the end of the school day has long
signaled a mad dash to the locker, a quick gathering of books and homework,
and a rush out the door and onto the right bus. Today, however, more and
more students are lingering beyond the last classstaying for study
groups and homework clubs, after-school programs, extra computer time,
intramurals, and a host of extracurricular academic and social activities.

Teachers and administrators agree that if a school stays open and active
long after the end of the school day, then students are getting the right
message about school in generalthat it's a place to feel comfortable,
secure, and at home; a place to learn and to help others learn; and a

place to socialize, play, work, plan, and dream. "With our after-school
program and our extended childcare program, we have kids all over
this school every afternoonuntil at least 6:00 p.m.," says Susan L.
Mann, principal of Meridian Middle School in Buffalo Grove, Illinois.
"The students learn new hobbies and skills, play in the gym, study,
or just gather in the media center to read or play gin rummy. They
love being herewe have all kinds of activities and events, and
the school really takes on its own sense of community."

"Young adolescents do not want to be left to their own devices,"
reports the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development in its
1992 report, A Matter of Time: Risk and Opportunity in the

4 Ho



Non School Hours. The report cites a 1988 National Education Longitudinal Study that

surveyed 25,000 eighth-grade students, finding that 27 percent of the students spent

two or more hours at home alone after school. Students from lower income families were

likely to be left alone for three or more hours.

"In national surveys and focus groups," the Carnegie report continues, "America's youth

have given voice to a serious longing. They want more regular contact with adults who

care about and respect them, more opportunities to contribute to their communities,

protection from the hazards of drugs, violence, and gangs, and greater

access to constructive and attractive alternatives to

the loneliness that so many now experience."2

By mid-afternoon, most

middle school students still

have plenty of energy, but are

often easily distracted after a

full day of demanding classes.

The most successful after-school

programs work with this energy

level in mindoffering recreational

sports and games and hands-on,

exploratory-type activities as well as

tutoring and study sessions. Some

programssuch as Meridian Middle

School's "After School Program," offer a

number of clubs and activitiesranging from

Meridian Middle School's
"After-School Program" is a
lively series of clubs, classes,

and recreational activities.
Students register for classes

that interest them; late buses
help participants with

transportation home.

1From "When Johnny Won't Learn; The Washington Post,
Education Review, April 5, 1998. Page 1.

2 A Matter of Time: Risk and Opportunity in the NonSchool Hours. Report of the Task Force on Youth Development and
Community Programs, Carnegie Corporation of New York, Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development 1992. Page 10-11.
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AFTER SCHOOL

'MT is the period of early
adolescence so critically
important? !nth the e.treption
of Winter, no time of lift
compresses more phiwieal.
intellectual. social, enadional.
and moral development into
so brief a spanlining ado-
lescents are preparing to
become adults. and elperi-
ences in early adolescence
help shape what kind of
adults they will be."

A MATTER OF TIME:
RISK AND OPPORTUNITY
IN THE NONSCHOOL
NOURS3

118

"Paper Airplane Building," "TV Video Production," and "Gross Cooking" to "Composing

Music on Computers," "Badminton," and "Gym Games"so that students can sign up

for the sessions that interest them the most.

At Angola Middle School in Angola, Indiana, even the last hour of class begins to take

on an "after-school" feel, with exploratory classes offered twice a week. "The students

have study, hall three days a week at the end of the day, and twice a week we offer

'mini-courses,' says Language Arts teacher Scott Hottell. "Each mini-course runs six

weeks; and they can choose what they're most interested in. There are a lot of games

kickball, dodgeball, frisbee golfeven hallway bowling. We've also taught hunter safety,

how to tie flies for fishing, Native American games, how to make bird feeders, choral

musicall kinds of things. The teachers enjoy it, because if they have an interest,

they can share it with the kids. It's a great way to end the day, and the kids have

a lot of fun."

At the new Crestview Middle School in Huntington, Indiana, much of the after-school

program is geared toward sports and recreation. "We've expanded our intramural

program because we want all kids to be able to take part," says Dr. Max F. Spaulding,

superintendent of Huntington County Community School Corporation. "We offer

basketball, volleyball, wrestling, weight trainingwe think it's important to emphasize

physical activity for students. We also want to make this part of their day enjoyable

school may be over, but their parents may not be home yet. And we think it's very

important to encourage kids to socializeintramurals give them an opportunity to

have fun together, instead of going home and sitting in front of the TV."

Spaulding points to the design of school buildings as being instrumental in facilitating

successful after-school programs, as well as after-hours community events./Crestview

Middle School has been designed so that academic areas can be secured while

students and the community can access the gymnasiums and other pailic areas. If the

students are out playing soccer or other games, they can access the restrooms and

r12



water fountains. We want the school to be used after hours, and we want the

community to use the schoolit's their investment. This school will probably be

open from 7:00 in the morning until 10:00 or 11:00 at nightevery day."

While many students head straight for the basketball courts or soccer fields after

school, other students opt for quiet time toward the end of the daypreferring study

halls, homework clubs, computer sessions, visits to the media center, or one-on-one

interaction with their teachers. Just as well-equipped gymnasiums and playing fields

provide students with a venue for sports and recreation that they won't find at home,

classrooms, labs, and media centers offer the resources many children seek for

researching reports, catching up on homework, or completing assignments. Some

are simply drawn to quiet areas that they may not find at home.

"My happiest time of day is after school, when the kids come back in for extra help,"

says Natasha Heny, an eighth-grade English teacher at Edgar Allan Poe Middle School

in Annandale, Virginia. "If I didn't have a comfortable space, they wouldn't want to

come. I look around and see all of the students staying to study after school and I

think, 'Something's working here.

34 Moller of Time: Risk and Opportunity in the NonSchool Hours. Report of the Task Force on Youth Development and
Community Pmgrams, Carnegie Corporation of New York, Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development 1992. Page 9.

4 Ibid. Page 10.
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"By aay standards, America's
young adokscents have a great

deal of discretionary time.
Much of it is unstructured,

unsupervised, and unproductive
for the young person. Only

60 percent of adolescents'
waking hours are conunitted
to such essentials as school,

homework, eating, chores, or
paid emplopnent, while fully
40 percent are discretionary"

A MATTER OF TIME:
RISK AND OPPORTUNITY

IN THE NONSCHOOL
HOURS4

"Our new intermediate school
has enabled us to start a

latchky program, called the
Growing, Learning, and

Developing Centet; or GLAD.
The ivay the building is

designed allows the after-school
students to access the gym,

cafetorium, art room, music
room, stage, and media center

without interrupting the
teachers and the custodians in

the academic wing."

Hank Smith, Superintendent,
Celina City Schools, Ohio
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From early in the morning, when "Sniffles"
and "Ozzie"the school parakeetsgreet
students and teachers, until well into the
evening, Meridian Middle School is bustling
with activity. The school has several
celebrated after-school programsincluding
an award-winning recreational program
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called "Lighted Sclioolhouse"that have
become models for other districts.

While Sniffles and Ozzie may spend
more time in the school than anyone else,
they are joined by many students and
teachers long after the regular day of
classes is oven "We have an -extended

afternoon childcare program called 'Club
Meridian," says Principal Susan L. Mann.
"It's administered by the school and stays
open until 6:00 p.m. We also have our
'After-School Program,' which is a series of
courses that: the students can sign.up for.
Some of the sessions are centered around

Foldiag tvalls between classrooms add flexibility to
academic areas. Each classroom has a built-in
television monitor and MR "Now we don't have lo
lake ten minutes to go find a 711 and VCR, Jim/ the
elevator kcy and bring everything to the classroom,"
sayS sixth-grade teacher Barry Nagle. "It saves time
and ever'..thing runs much more smoothly" Other
teachers point out that mounted monitors are much
safer than those that travel about on a cart.

Meridian Mhldle School is composedof
brick supported hy a sled frame, and is

designed to allow for future expansion
and flexibility. The budding lass a

sloped, shingled rossf, complementing the
surrounding residential neighborhood.

20
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"I like 'Lighted Schoolhouse,' says
fifth-grade student Timmy

Chmielewski. "You can get together
with evely one of your friends."

The two-story media center lies at the
center of Meridian Middle School

accessible from all directions and from
both levels. Clerestory lighting brings

in an abundance of natural light.

hobbies and games, such as chess or
building model rockets. Others are more
academiccomputer skills, the liarnework
club, or our news writers club. Many of the
l&ls sign up for the sports-type activities,
so we also have gym games, floor hockey,
basketballeven line dancing."

The design of Meriditm Middle School
easily accommodates the extended use,
including access by parents, voltuneers,
and the community after hours. Built on
two levels, the 80,000-square-foot school
houses 650 students in grades five and
six. A carpeted, open area with built-in
risers overlooks the media center; and
often hosts plays, storytelling activities,
and independent reading for the students.
"I find the upstairs riser area very useful,"

says Sherrie Cu.mmins, a fifth-grade
teacher "It's great for big groups, but it's
also nice just to send kids out to work on
their own. They love itthey think going
out to the risers is the most exciting thing."

Other components of the school that
support after-hours use include a large,
multi-purpose room often used by parents
and volunteers. "We work in partnership
with parents," says Mann. "We have over
300 parents signed up to do different
things."

Energy-efficient design also
facilitates extended use of the school. A
multi-si:aged chilling system optimizes
energy consumption and yields low
utility costs. A weather station, with
wind-speed .and direction sensing and
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temperature sensing, determines the
amount of heating required at any given
time and the optimum time to start the
heating and cooling system.

For the students, the after-school
programs are clearly a highlight. "We
hold 'Lighted Schoolhouse' one evening a
month," says Mann. "We bring in a
DJ and play age-appropriate music; and
have dancing, games, videos, and snacks.
The kids love it." The "After-School
Program," with its variety of clubs and
classes, has also been a hit with the
students: "When I go home, all I do is
turn on the TV," says Ieremy Rose, a
sixth-grade student. "But the after-school
classes give me something to do and
enjoy it."
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ER SCHOOL

LANGUAGE ARTS

:LYSICAL -EDUCATION
ATHLETICS

EXPL ORA*TION

SCIENCE
_ = _

:SOCIAL. STUDIES

MATHEMATICS

"At Crestview Middle School, we
incorporated cast stone symbols
representing weds of our educa-
tional programacross the front
of the stage," say.; Dr Max E
Spaulding, superintendent of
Huntington County Comnumity
School Corporation M Mdiana.
"In addition to the traditional
academics such as math and
language arts, we included our
exploratoty focus and physical
education, because we wanted the
sj-mbols to be reflective of all of
the areas of our middle school
program."

.1

Television studios in mato- middle
schools are typically in use before
and after school for student-
yonsored productions.
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"WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION-

AFTER LEAVING YOUR OLD SCHOOL

BUILDING AND WALKING INTO THIS

NEW ONE FOR THE FIRST TIME?"

"WE GOT GOOSEBUMPS."

"WE HAD WAITED SO LONG AND WE HAD
WORKED VERY HARD TOWARD THIS AND IT
WAS THE CULMINATION OF A LOT OF HARD
WORK AND DETERMINATION. YES-GOOSE-
BUMPS WOULD BE ACCURATE."

"I THINK A LOT OF US ALMOST TEARED UP,
DIDN'T WE? I REMEMBER THAT-WE WERE
REALLY EMOTIONAL."

"FOR MOST OF OUR FIRST YEAR HERE, IT
DIDN'T SEEM TO SINK IN THAT WE WERE
REALLY HERE AND WE WERE GOING TO STAY
HERE-THAT IT WAS REALLY OUR BUILDING.
IT WAS LIKE A BIG DREAM WE WERE LIVING
IN-AS IF WE WERE GOING TO WAKE UP
ONE MORNING AND BE BACK IN THAT OLD
BUILDING. IT WAS HARD TO BELIEVE."

"IT'S JUST A DIFFERENT MINDSET TO HAVE
BEEN THERE, AND NOW TO BE HERE."

"WE HAD SO MUCH PRIDE AND SATISFACTION."

"WHEN WE WALKED IN THE FIRST TIME,
WE WERE SPEECHLESS. AND IT'S PRETTY
UNUSUAL FOR US TO BE SPEECHLESS."

-TEACHERS AT SOUTH VERMILLION MIDDLE
SCHOOL IN CLINTON, INDIANA. THE NEW
SCHOOL OPENED IN 1995.
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SHAPING THE FUTURE
Middle Schools

Ai. Root Middle School pgs 40-42, 44, 45, 47, 57, 59,
Medina, Ohio 62, 63, 73-75, 84, 104, 105
The Builders Exchange, 1996 Craftsmanship Award;
American School & University, 1996 Architectural Portfolio

Angola Middle School
Angola, Indiana
American School & University, 1998 Architectural Portfolio

pgs 17, 19, 40, 43, 48-54, 89,
103, 118

Avondale Middle School pgs 60, 99, 100, 103, 106-109
Rochester Hills, Michigan
American School & University Educational Interiors
Showcase, 1996 Honorable Mention

Bloomington Junior High School
Bloomington, Illinois
American Association of School Administrators, 1991
Exhibition of School Architecture; Council of Educational
Facility Planners International, 1992 Exhibition of School
Architecture

pgs 97, 110

Celina Intermediate School pgs 43, 119
Celina, Ohio

Central Junior High School pgs 18, 25, 66, 67, 69,
West Melbourne, Florida 72, 73, 112
American School & University, 1997 Architectural Portfolio;
American Association of School Administrators, National
School Board Association, and Association of School
Business Officials International, 1998 Exhibitions of School
Architecture

Chester Middle School pgs 30, 31, 34
Chester, Virginia

Crestview Middle School pgs 55, 73, 118, 119, 122
Huntington, Indiana

Discovery Middle School
Granger, Indiana
American Association of School Administrators,
1997 Special Citation for Architectural Design;
International Masonry Institute, 1997 Golden Trowel Award;
Council of Educational Facility Planners International, 1997
Exhibition of School Architecture; American Association of
School Administrators, National School Board Association
and Association of School Business Officials International,
1997 Exhibitions of School Architecture; The American
School Board Journal, 1998 Learning by Design

pgs 31, 35, 66, 72, 89,
92-94, 100

Edgar Allan Poe Middle School pgs 39-43, 46, 73, 75-83,
Annandale, Virginia 86, 89-91, 96, 97, 104, 119
(in association with Pierce Architecture)

Hamilton Southeastern Junior High School pgs 24, 25,
Fishers, Indiana 55, 84, 112
American Institute of Architects, 1994 Biennial Award
Citation; Outstanding Concrete Achievement Award, 1994;
American School & University, 1994 Architectural Portfolio;
Council of Educational Facility Planners International, 1994
Exhibition of School Architecture; American Association of
School Administrators and National School Board
Association, 1995 Exhibitions of Architecture

Lincoln Middle School pgs 14-16, 20-23, 28, 29, 36, 47,
Indianapolis, Indiana 54, 55, 61, 71, 84. 96, 102, 110
American School & University, 1998 Educational Interiors
Showcase; American School & University, 1998 Architectural
Portfolio



SHAPING THE FUTURE Representative Projects
Middle Schools

Mc Nicol Middle School back cover
Hollywood, Florida

Meridian Middle School pgs 13, 36, 37, 58, 64, 100, 101,
Buffalo Grove, Illinois 110, 115-118, 120, 121
American Association of School Administrators and National
School Board Association, 1995 Exhibitions of School
Architecture; American School & University, 1995
Architectural Portfolio

North Oldham Middle School
Goshen, Kentucky
(in association with Scott/Klausing & Company, Inc.)
American School & University, 1997 Architectural Portfolio

pgs 35, 36, 61, 89, 102

Oak Hill Junior/Senior High School
Converse, Indiana

pg 95

Rapid Run Middle School pg 112, back cover
Cincinnati, Ohio
(in association with Cole + Russell Architects)

Reynoldsburg Junior High School pgs 54, 55
Reynoldsburg, Ohio

Robert W. Stanton Middle School
Kent, Ohio
(in association with Fuller Design Group)

pgs 29, 59

South Vermillion Middle School pgs 16, 17, 34, 35, 64,
Clinton, Indiana 70, 71, 95, 101, 123

Space Coast Junior High School pgs 69, 72
Port St. Johns, Florida

Sunman-Dearborn Middle School
St. Leon, Indiana
American School & University, 1988 Architectural Portfolio

pgs 96, 97

Thomas A. Edison Middle School pgs 66, 67, 94, 95,
South Bend, Indiana 112
(in association with DLM Architects, Inc.)
The American School Board Journal, 1996 Learning by
Design; Michiana Area Construction Industry Advancement
Fund, 1994 Educational Building Award for Excellence in
Construction

Wakefield Middle School
Raleigh, North Carolina
(in association with Cherry Huffman Architects)

back cover

Williamsburg Middle/High School pgs 19, 24, 36,
Williamsburg, Ohio 110
American School & University, 1998 Architectural Portfolio

Wilson Middle School
Muncie, Indiana
The American School Board Journal, 1996 Learning by
Design

pgs 36, 37, 42, 65, 96, 112

Woodridge Middle School
Peninsula, Ohio
(in association with Fuller Design Group)
American School & University, 1997 Architectural Portfolio

pgs 28-30, 32, 33, 54, 55
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SHAPING THE FUTURE Credits
Middle Schools

Photography A special thank you to the following students of Edgar Allan Poe Middle

The majority of professional photography that appears in this book was School, who were photographed by Gary Landsman of Landsman

taken by David Emery of Columbus, Ohio. This includes the large and small Productions for the chapter title pages:

photos on the front cover. Chapter 1 DeAundra Heat ley, Grade 6

Chapter 2 Michael Frost, Grade 8

Additional credits are as follows: Chapter 3 Shelley Selim, Grade 8

Avondale Middle School: Hedrich-Blessing Chapter 4 Claudia Portillo, Grade 7

Meridian Middle School: Hedrich-Blessing Chapter 5 A.J. Hill, Grade 7

North Oldham Middle School: Mike Tuell, Photo Tech, Inc. Chapter 6 Sothary Heang, Grade 7

Sunman-Dearborn Middle School: ARTOG Architectural Photography Chapter 7 Keith Nolan, Grade 8

Woodridge Middle School: North Light Studio Chapter 8 Adam Pruitt, Grade 7

Appendix Eric Shinn, Grade 7

Meridian Middle School students pages 5 and 121: courtesy of Susan

Mann, Meridian Middle School

Lincoln Middle School students pages 15 and 22: courtesy of Myron

Cochran, Lincoln Middle School

Lockers and t-shirt - pages 18, 19, and 71: Joseph Romeo Photography

Stock market, roller coaster, Great Wall of China pages 41, 46, and 47:

FPG International

A.I. Root Middle School students pages 44 and 45: courtesy of William

'Nettles, A.I. Root Middle School

Angola Middle School students page 53: courtesy of Angola Middle School

Andrew Setten cooking photos page 83: courtesy of Andrew Satten and

family, Edgar Allan Poe Middle School
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"MIDDLE SCHOOL BUILDINGS MUST BE AS FUNCTIONAL AS
POSSIBLE, AND THEY MUST ADDRESS THE VARIED NEEDS OF
THE STUDENTS AND THE COMMUNITY. IT'S IMPORTANT TO
START EARLY IN TERMS OF PLANNING AND INVOLVE THE
COMMUNITY."

.Incluse/ J. .Inum. Ilireelor Oivreilions
(Mk Hills Imeal Selma Ilistricl. Ohio

"THESE STUDENTS HAVEN'T DISCOVERED WHO THEY ARE
YETTHEY'liE CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE BETWEEN CHILDHOOD
AND ADOLESCENCE. THE BUILDING MUST TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT THE NEEDS OF THE STUDENTSOUR NEW MCNICOL
MIDDLE SCHOOL NOT ONLY PROVIDES GREATER ACADEMIC
OPPORTUNITIES, IT HAS GIVEN OUR STUDENTS GREATER
SELF-ESTEEM AND PRIDE. THEY HAVE A NEW LEASE ON LIFE."

--Simmel Girg. .1reu nimrbw.
IhYntwol liutio.`44tiods.

"IT'S NECESSARY TO KNOW WHAT CURRICULUM TRENDS
THE SYSTEM ENVISIONS AND EMBRACES WHEN PLANNING,
DESIGNING, AND BUILDING A MIDDLE SCHOOL. WE START
THIS PROCESS BY INVOLVING TEACHERS AND CURRICULUM
SPECIALISTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS, AND CARRY IT THROUGH TO TRAINING
TEACHERS AND SCHOOL STAFF HOW TO USE A BUILDING ONCE
IT'S COMPLETE. WE WANT TO SUPPORT TEAMING AND INTER-
ACTIVE EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES, BY PROVIDING THE RIGHT
KINDS OF SPACES AND TECHNOLOGY, BY GROUPING SPACES
APPROPRIATELY, AND BY BUILDING IN FLEXIBILITY."
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